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D E A R  B U S I N E S S  P A R T N E R S , 

We’d like to welcome you to our latest catalogue 
with a peek behind the scenes of Hälssen & Lyon.

A special combination of more than 135 years of 
tradition and experience in the international tea 
business and a modern, creative spirit of innova-
tion has shaped us to this day. From our base in 
Hamburg, we supply customers around the globe 
with premium tea products. We service a variety 
of customer groups – from specialist tea retailers, 
tea brands and private-label customers to beverage 
and food service industries. Likewise, in our product 
selection we believe in variety and the principle of 
“everything under one roof.”

In addition to our wide range of teas, herbals and 
fruit infusions from more than 130 countries, we 
offer our customers a wide variety of flavoured 
blends and teas in every conceivable form, tea 
extracts, instant powder mixes, basic materials 
for beverage production, and even the bottling of 
freshly brewed iced teas. 

Our expertise in the various tea-related specialist 
areas and our monitoring of latest trends in the 
inter national markets are reflected in our custom-
ised products and concepts.

At all the stages of purchasing and production, we 
give top priority to maintaining our high quality 
standards and complying with ethical principles.

On behalf of the Hälssen & Lyon team, we cordially 
invite you to be inspired by our catalogue range on 
the following pages. We have specifically tailored 
this selection of teas, herbals and fruit infusions to 
the high-end specialist tea retail.

At our company, everything revolves around tea, in 
every conceivable form and all under one roof. We 
are pleased that, as our business partner, you are 
part of our large and broad world of tea.

Your Hälssen & Lyon management team 

Dietmar Scheffler      Herwig Bertelmann

Since 1887, Hälssen & Lyon has had its headquar-
ters at Pickhuben 9 in Hamburg’s Speicherstadt, 
now a UNESCO World Heritage Site 
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H I G H L I G H T  O F  A  L O N G  J O U R N E Y

Each cup of good tea is the result of remarkable 
achievements by everyone involved in this wonder-
ful, enjoyable product: from the experienced tea 
farmers in the origin countries and the skilful pick-
ers, to the individual skilled workers in the gardens 
who process the fresh tea leaves into high-quality 
dried tea. 

At Hälssen & Lyon, this fascinating world of tea 
literally comes together under one roof, where it 
meets great passion for the product. We source our 
raw materials from more than 130 countries around 
the world. Behind this are many long-term, trust-
ing partnerships with the world's best tea gardens, 
which give our experienced buyers secure access to 
the premium qualities that we in turn are able to 
continuously offer our customers.

E X P E R T I S E  I N  A C T I O N

“It's all about tea!” At Hälssen & Lyon, everything 
revolves around the sourcing, refinement and 
further processing of this multi-faceted product. 
It takes wide-ranging experience in all areas to 
achieve the perfect end result. Starting with our 
knowledgeable tea tasters who test an incessant 
stream of samples from around the world for qual-
ity, evaluate them and purchase the raw materials 
at the origin. 

Each tea is extensively inspected several times – 
immediately after harvest, upon shipping, and fi-
nally when it reaches the warehouse in Hamburg. 
Purchasing and sales aspects both play a role dur-
ing these processes. 

S P E C I A L I S E D  K N O W - H O W

We not only know where the best qualities are, but 
also the needs and requirements of our various cus-
tomer groups for whom the product is destined. 

And that goes not only for the premium teas and 
tea specialities Hälssen & Lyon stands for, but also 
for a wide range of herbs, fruits and spices that we 
process in-house to use in tea creations and blends.

In the gently rolling hills in the plains of Asia, 
or clinging to the steep slopes of its high 

mountain ranges, there are many tea gardens 
where wonderful teas grow
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O F  B A R G E S  A N D  T E A  F L O O R S

It all started in January 1879 when Alfred Moritz 
Lyon and Gustav Vincent Hälssen founded their 
joint tea-trading venture. Shortly thereafter, they 
became the first tenants to move into Hamburg’s 
visionary new Speicherstadt, now a UNESCO world 
heritage site. 

The company then passed into the hands of the 
 Ellerbrock family of Hamburg merchants, which 
have owned it for four generations now. The vener-
able brick building at Pickhuben 9 is still our head-
quarters. 

It has been a long time since barges tied up here 
and tea was blended on its floors, but the red brick 
walls still breathe this history. From the outset, its 
proximity to the port guaranteed direct links to the 
international trading world. As a result, the decades 
since its founding were dominated by investment 
and steady growth at home and abroad.

F R O M  S T A R T - U P  T O  B I G  P L A Y E R

Early on, the tea experts Hälssen & Lyon began 
establishing an extensive network of partnerships 
with tea gardens in the origin countries, many of 
which are still in place today. The global tea markets 
developed rapidly, and Hälssen & Lyon with them. 

We still benefit from these 135-plus years of ex-
perience in the business – and so do our custom-
ers. From the beginning, we played an active role 
in the business, becoming a founding member of 
the German Tea Association, a member of the US 
Tea Association, the European Tea Association, and 
the German Herbal and Fruit Infusions Association. 
All the creative minds who work at Hälssen & Lyon 
have always preserved the innovative spirit of the 
long-ago start-up. 

Over the decades we have co-developed sales mar-
kets by, for example, advancing the flavouring of 
teas, developing decaffeinated and instant teas, 
promoting the use of the pyramid teabag for qual-
ity leaf teas, and creating contemporary conveni-
ence concepts.

T R A D I T I O N  O F  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

Responsibility – towards our employees, our part-
ners, and to society – is a cherished tradition for us. 
Four values   shape our business policy and are de-
cisive for our future: protecting the environment, 
sourcing raw materials in accordance with the 
guidelines of internationally accredited ethical ini-
tiatives, our obligation to our employees, and em-
bracing our responsibility to society by sponsoring 
aid projects and social institutions. 

Our business conduct is guided by the principles 
of the Global Compact of the United Nations and 
the Code of Conduct of the German Tea Association. 
Beyond this, we have developed our own exacting 
principles and guidelines that obligate us to respect 
and safeguard human and labour rights, protect 
the environment and fight corruption. 

We seek long-term, close relationships with our sup-
pliers, and put this policy into action through collabo-
rative projects in many growing regions. This gives 
the suppliers marketing security for their high-qual-
ity raw materials and contributes to the producers’ 
long-term economic development while also pro-
moting biodiversity and environmental protection 
in the growing regions. In Paraguay, for example, 
we support the WWF ParLU (Paraguay Land Use) 
rainforest conservation project, which manages re-
forestation projects and sustainable mate farming.

Historic photograph from a time when 
Hälssen & Lyon still stored and blended  
its teas on the warehouse floors
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L A R G E S T  S P E C I A L I T Y  T E A  W A R E H O U S E

Our tea treasures are no longer stored on historic 
warehouse floors, but in our state-of-the-art ware-
house complex in the Allermöhe district of Ham-
burg. The high-bay shelves can accommodate up to 
25,000 tons of goods, mostly choice tea grades and 
specialities from all major exporting countries. 

The fact that we stock this exclusive diversity for 
our customers makes our warehouse the world’s 
largest speciality tea warehouse and gives our cus-
tomers the confidence that we can reliably supply 
even exceptional teas. We not only offer the larg-
est selection of teas, but have many of them readily 
available right here, on-site.

T E A  W I T H O U T  E N D

The inexhaustible variety of teas that the interna-
tional tea market has to offer is reflected in our 
unique range of products. We offer our customers 
teas from all the world’s tea regions – from well-
known, established tea gardens as well as smaller, 
up-and-coming partners with exotic-sounding pro-
jects that share our high quality standards. 

One component in our purchasing policy is con-
tract farming, where selected gardens produce ex-
clusively for us and supply us with the high-quality 
teas that we can then offer to our customers. Our 
raw material sourcing always follows ethical guide-
lines. 

P R O D U C T  V A R I E T Y

With the diversity of products that we purchase 
from over 130 countries, we fulfil just about every 
wish and provide our customers with everything a 
tea lover’s heart could possibly desire: black, green, 
white and yellow teas, oolong, pu-erh teas, rooibos, 
decaffeinated teas, organic teas and other certified 
products like Fairtrade, UTZ and Rainforest Alliance, 
hand-crafted teas, pressed teas and not least a huge  
variety of flavoured teas. 

Add to that a vast selection of high-quality fruits, 
herbs and spices for the production of individual 
tea blends.

Today, goods from all over the world are 
stored in a wide range of containers in 
our large, modern warehouses
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F R O M  A  S I N G L E  S O U R C E

Hamburg is Europe’s hub for all things tea. Teas 
from around the world are received here, and are 
then shipped from here to all countries again. Every 
week, numerous containers full of quality teas are 
unloaded in the cargo port for further refinement 
and processing at our in-house plant, before they 
are then shipped to our customers in the interna-
tional markets. 

We serve the needs and requirements of our vari-
ous customer groups, from specialist tea retailers 
and tea brands to private-label customers and the 
beverage as well as food service industries. For us, 
uniting the “world of tea under one roof” primarily 
means offering customers a one-stop shop. 

From customer-specific tea recipes to teas flavoured 
in-house, from quick instant mixes and ready-to-
drink products to loose bulk teas, to ready-packed 
cartons of first class tea bags, we offer everything 
from one source.

B L E N D I N G ,  F L A V O U R I N G ,  P A C K I N G

Our production facilities are designed to prepare 
and process the sensitive leaf teas with the utmost 
care for the best homogeneous blends. Working 
in multiple shifts, our experts can blend up to 150 
tons of tea per day. 

In flavouring our tea creations, we use sophisti-
cated methods that were introduced to the mar-
ket by our pioneering tea experts in the 1960s and 
have been continuously developed since then. At 
a separate plant, we also process the herbs, fruits 
and spices which are used in our vast selection of 
colourful tea blends. 

We produce custom-made tea products for individ-
ual customers. This also applies to the packaging of 
teas using our modern packaging equipment. 

High-end tea bag solutions, fine tins or 
convenience systems – we translate our 

experience and observations of trends in 
the international markets into innova-

tive packaging solutions

A peek behind the scenes of our production 
site in Hamburg-Allermöhe where the teas 
are refined in accordance with the highest 
quality standards
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S P I R I T  O F  I N N O V A T I O N

We have a broad “creative pool” that includes our 
specialist product developers and all the experts 
from the various departments. Only someone who 
knows the special properties of teas, herbs and 
fruits, understands the requirements of certified 
products, and has distinct skills and expertise in 
flavouring processes and much more, can develop 
products that are both innovative and marketable. 

Across the years, the company has always been 
characterised by a love of innovation and new de-
velopments. Sometimes that means we have had 
to wait patiently for the market to be ready to ac-
cept the new products. 

We intensively worked on the development of con-
venience solutions such as “teatogo”, the bottling  
of freshly brewed teas without additives à la 
‘brewT’, and the vast variety of extracts, instant 
powders, premixes and more, very early on, and 
have continually honed our know-how. 

Q U A L I T Y  I S  K I N G

The top priority in our work is to ensure quality. It 
takes precedence at all stages of production at our 
plant as well as in our purchase negotiations. With 
continuous checks and tastings, we ensure that the 
high standard of our offer remains constant. 

Our own quality assurance programme guides the 
selection of our suppliers. We are in close contact 
with our partners in the origin countries, have 
them audited regularly, and check the quality of 
the raw materials from production to delivery – in 
a certified, reliable and transparent way that can be 
traced by our customers. 

In fact, we guarantee traceability of the finished 
product back to its source. Sensory and analytical 
tests are carried out both in our company, as well as 
by renowned, third-party testing laboratories.

C E R T I F I C A T I O N S 

We not only comply with our own high internal 
quality standards, but are also regularly inspected 
by leading certification programmes from the food 
industry, whose seals we use for our products. 

Our comprehensive quality assurance is substanti-
ated with globally recognised certifications such as 
IFS, HACCP, etc.

Our knowledge is incorporated into all 
the tea recipes, concepts and applications 
that we also develop specifically for indi-
vidual customers
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                                                                                 T A G G I N G

All organically grown teas have to be labelled with this EU logo. Our company is inspected and certified by Lacon GmbH  
(code no.: DE-ÖKO-003) in compliance with regulation (EC) no. 834/2007. Our control no. is DE-HH-003-00436-BCD.

"Think Tea" – this symbol marks our favourites and recommendations which we feel you shouldn’t miss out on.

This symbol highlights our new products. It marks new trends and specialities that were carefully created  
or chosen for you based on our experience and expertise.

We use this symbol to label teas that have been flavoured only with natural flavours. This is especially helpful  
wherever this is not clearly evident from the list of ingredients or sales description due to food-labelling legislation.

                                                        C A T A L O G U E  I N F O R M A T I O N

■■ The teas are packaged in 1-kg flavour-sealed bags.

■■ See page 81 for a scale of special discounts.

■■ In addition to the specialist retail range in 1-kg bags, we also offer bulk teas from around the world  
in their original containers, such as bags, boxes and cases.

■■ Some of the teas will require a statement of nutritional information in future, if they are prepackaged for the end consumer.  
Please refer to the flyer on the last page of this catalogue for a listing of these teas, including their respective nutritional data.

■■ The range of teas featured in this catalogue, further information, photos of the teas and current specials can be found online at:  
www.HL-teacatalogue.com
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S1055 Darjeeling Himalayas Blend   
– Black Tea –
Crisply floral, aromatic and flavourful, this is a harmonious 
blend of spring teas from well-known Darjeeling gardens.  
It contains lots of tips and produces a light infusion.

S1004 Darjeeling First Flush FTGFOP1 House Blend   
– Black Tea –
Typical batches from the first picking period are blended 
and offer great value for money. A tea for every day, all year 
long. Stimulating, full of flavour, with a golden brown cup.  

S1002 Darjeeling First Flush FTGFOP1 SELECTION organic   
– Black Tea –
Picked out for you every year by our tea tasters.  
Offer yourself a treat from a garden that particularly 
 impressed us this year, with a tea that has a bronze cup, 
even leaves and a delicate fragrance. 

S1005 Darjeeling First Flush TGFOP1 SOOM  
– Black Tea –
A very typical tea from the first picking. Premium  quality 
with a honey-coloured and full-bodied infusion, it is a 
stimulating tea to kick off the day and for breaks through-
out the day.

S1003 Darjeeling First Flush SFTGFOP1 PUTTABONG organic   
– Black Tea –
The Puttabong garden successfully adopted organic 
 production quite some time ago. Year in, year out, it pro-
duces characteristic, expressive teas. This crisp tea from  
the spring picking is flavourful, floral, delicate and has a  
light infusion.

D A R J E E L I N G 
Black teas from Darjeeling
Darjeeling is one of the most famous tea-producing regions of the world. Grown 
on the slopes of the Himalayas, Darjeeling teas are of absolute top quality, with a 
special and elegant flavour that is consistently impressive across all harvests.

At the end of 2011 the EU defined the denomination Darjeeling as a pro-
tected geographical indication (PGI). Accordingly, teas from Darjeeling  
produced in compliance with the regulation can be labelled on the 
packaging either with the words protected geographical indication or 
the EU Logo. Please note that the EU label has a very specific appearance (colour, 
size etc.). Teashops that sell loose, not pre-packed teas can label the storage tins 
with the text or logo.

D A R J E E L I N G  F I R S T  F L U S H
In March, after the winter lull, the first tender shoots are harvested in the moun-
tains. The most expressive and delicate early teas are flown out by plane and are 
therefore available in specialist shops as early as the beginning of April. The teas 
shipped by boat arrive just a few weeks later. These teas from the spring picking in 
March and April are characterised by a light, glowing cup, a fresh, flowery flavour, 
lively character, intensive fragrance and delicate leaves with green tips.
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S1001     S1010

D A R J E E L I N G  S E C O N D  F L U S H
By the time the second flush is picked in the summer months of June and July, both 
the taste and the look of the teas have changed considerably. The buds and tips 
are now a silvery or golden-brown colour, while the colour in the cup ranges from 
coppery-gold to auburn. Mature second flush teas of high quality are full-bodied 
and have a slightly nutty flavour. The top teas possess the prized muscatel charac-
ter but are very hard to find nowadays. 

S1009 Darjeeling Second Flush FTGFOP1 House Blend   
– Black Tea – 
This harmonious blend of second flush teas from carefully 
selected gardens produces a strong and full-bodied infusion 
with a nut-brown cup. 

S1006 Darjeeling First Flush FTGFOP1 MONTEVIOT organic     
– Black Tea – 
One of the smallest and oldest tea gardens in Darjeeling 
produces this organic tea with lots of tips and well-worked 
leaves. A premium tea with a full infusion and an aromatic, 
gold-coloured cup.

S1001 Darjeeling First Flush FTGFOP1 JUNGPANA (upper)    
– Black Tea –
This is an outstanding, crisp and harmonious tea from 
one of the best tea gardens, characterised by a pleasantly 
flowery bouquet. It addresses all the senses. Magnificent 
fragrance for the nose, tangy flower for the palate, and a 
lively leaf with lots of tips.

S1076 Darjeeling First Flush SFTGFOP1 CASTLETON   
– Black Tea –
At altitudes reaching 1.500 meters, the small but excel-
lent Castleton tea garden produces first class teas. This 
outstanding, magnificent first flush is intensely flowery and 
fragrant, elegant and has a lasting flavour. The delicately 
worked leaves are interspersed with green tips and seduce 
with their spring freshness.

D A R J E E L I N G  I N  B E T W E E N

S1007 Darjeeling FTGFOP1 „In Between“ BADAMTAM   
– Black Tea –
In the short space of time between the delicate first flush 
and the mellower second flush the so-called “in between” 
teas are produced. They combine the crispness of the spring 
picking with the maturity of the summer picking.
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S1078 Darjeeling Second Flush TGFOP1 NAMRING UPPER   
– Black Tea – 
Strong, substantial tea from the second picking with a dark 
cup and a full body. It can be enjoyed any time of the day, 
sweetened or not, with milk or without, whichever way  
you prefer.

S1010 Darjeeling Second Flush FTGFOP1 SUNGMA organic   
– Black Tea – 
An organically produced Darjeeling full of flavour. This tea is 
picked late in summer and has large, regular, multicoloured 
leaves. It is very satisfactory with its mild, nutty flavour and 
a copper cup.  

S1013 Darjeeling Second Flush FTGFOP1 SINGELL organic   
– Black Tea – 
This organic tea is characterised by its full-bodied, balanced 
cup. A very pleasing tea with an auburn, glowing infusion 
and even leaves with quite a few tips.

S1014 Darjeeling Second Flush FTGFOP1 AMBOOTIA organic   
– Black Tea – 
A good many years ago Ambootia was one of the first plan-
tations to change to organic production. Its first class teas 
stand out with consistently high quality through all picking 
seasons. This second flush tea was picked under perfect 
climatic conditions and gently processed. That produced a 
full-bodied, slightly tangy and subtly nutty infusion with  
a lovely fragrance and a glowing cup.

S1008 Darjeeling Second Flush FTGFOP1 RISHEEHAT organic   
– Black Tea – 
Typical for this full-bodied and well rounded summer tea  
are the silvery tips in the delicately worked leaves, the 
dark, mahogany-coloured cup and the mature muscatel 
character. A delightful tea that is perfectly suited for the 
afternoon.  

S1077 Darjeeling Second Flush SFTGFOP1 HAPPY VALLEY organic   
– Black Tea – 
A wonderful, complete tea that proves that second flush 
teas, too, can be very exciting. The multicoloured leaves 
are as typical for this tea as the nut-brown cup with its rich 
burst of flavour and a well-balanced touch of muscatel. For 
tea aficionados. Our close partnership with the Happy Valley 
garden enables us to offer select teas like this one on an 
exclusive basis. 

D A R J E E L I N G  A U T U M N A L

S1015 Darjeeling FTGFOP1 MARGARET‘S HOPE   
– Black Tea – 
After the monsoon in late summer the so-called autumnals 
are picked. This is a mild, delicately flowery tea from the 
well-established Margaret’s Hope garden that unites fresh 
green shoots with brownish autumn coloured leaves.

S1092 Darjeeling SFTGFOP1 Pandam Winter Tea organic    
– Black Tea – 
A tea from a nearly forgotten, rediscovered estate. The 
 aroma impresses with a natural orange-citrus note, aro-
matic and elegant. A tea for the quiet hours of the day.

Our green tea from Darjeeling is introduced on page 36
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A S S A M
The Assam plateau in the Northeast of India is situated on both sides of the Brah-
maputra River and is the largest contiguous tea-growing area in the world. Here, 
some 2,000 gardens produce strong, powerful and spicy teas. The region’s pre-
mium teas seduce connoisseurs with their characteristic malty flavour. Typical 
features for Assam teas are the golden tips and (depending on the grade) a more 
or less ‘creamy’ cup. Assam teas are often used in strong blends such as English 
Breakfast. Particularly important and sought after are the second flush teas, which 
possess all the typical characteristics of good Assam teas. Good, ‘long-lasting’ first 
flush Assams are rare because they tend to lose their flavour fairly quickly.

A S S A M  L E A F  T E A

S1021 Assam TGFOP1 MAHALUXMI    
– Black Tea – 
A classic Assam with a smooth flavour and a regular leaf.

S1020 Assam SFTGFOP1 HARMUTTY   
– Black Tea – 
This is a pleasantly spicy leaf tea with a lot of golden tips 
and a finely worked leaf.

S1019 Assam TGFOP1 BUKHIAL    
– Black Tea – 
Strong, flavourful and rich with a dark cup and intensive 
spice, this tea has finely worked golden-tipped leaves. It is 
particularly good with a touch of sweetness and/or a dash 
of cream.

S1017 Assam TGFOP1 First Flush   
– Black Tea – 
A round Assam from the first picking that is smooth enough 
to remind one of the character of a Darjeeling yet is still 
strong and flavourful.

S1079 Assam TGFOP1 JAMGURI organic   
– Black Tea – 
This organic garden time and again manages to impress us 
with its excellent and characteristic teas. A finely worked 
Assam leaf tea picked at the height of the summer harvest. 
The rich, auburn infusion seduces with its fullness and 
elegant, distinct flavour.

S1018 Assam SFTGFOP1 MANGALAM    
– Black Tea – 
The Mangalam garden produces this spicy, malty Assam 
with an evenly worked, fleshy, golden-tipped leaf. It has a 
beautifully unfolding full flavour with a rich, elegant cup.

S1080 Assam SFTGFOP1 HALMARI   
– Black Tea – 
Multicoloured, golden tipped leaves and a rich, long-lasting 
spicy flavour mark this full-bodied, deliciously malty Assam. 
A classy tea for the connoisseur with a glowing, copper red 
cup which is low in tannins.

S1081
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A S S A M  B R O K E N  T E A

S1024 Assam CTC BOP BORSILLAH   
– Black Tea – 
An Assam tea processed by machines with the CTC method 
(crushing/tearing/curling). The copper brown nodular leaves 
produce a strong, intensive infusion.

S1023 Assam GFBOP1 HAJUA   
– Black Tea – 
Simple, yet strong, a Broken Assam with a dark cup and  
a full body. It unfolds nicely with an added touch of 
 sweetness. 

S1022 Assam FBOP MORAN Broken  
– Black Tea – 
Lovers of strong, flavourful black teas will like this rough, 
Broken Assam with golden tips and a dark, creamy cup.

S1025 Assam TGBOP SEWPUR organic    
– Black Tea – 
The Sewpur garden produces organic teas of the highest 
standard with a full body and a well worked leaf. This  
 Broken Assam with golden tips is spicy and malty and  
has a very dark cup.

S1081 Assam Malty FTGBOP1 MANGALAM   
– Black Tea – 
This tea surprises with its fullness and great elegance.  
A top location and perfect harvest time guarantee a rich, 
full-bodied black tea with a distinct malty note and a long 
lingering flavour. A tea lovers’ tea for any time of the day;  
it is particularly delicious sweetened or with pastry.

C E Y L O N
The six tea-growing areas of Sri Lanka (still called Ceylon in tea circles) are 
grouped around Adam’s Peak. The most important teas come from the high-
land regions of Uva, Dimbula and Nuwara Eliya, and grow at altitudes of over 
1.200 meters. The teas from these regions are particularly sought after because 
the slow growth of the tea leaves produces an especially smooth and inten-
sive flavour. Dimbula is the tea-growing area in the west. Its teas have a delicate 
and floral flavour. The best teas of this area are picked from January to March. 
Uva is also located in the highlands and produces strong, full-bodied teas. The 
top grades here are picked from July to September. The high plateau of Nu-
wara Eliya is regarded as the cradle of the finest and best Ceylon teas. It is lo-
cated between Dimbula and Uva, and top grades are picked here all year round. 

C E Y L O N  L E A F  T E A

S1032 Ceylon OP PETTIAGALLA   
– Black Tea – 
From Dimbula, one of the oldest and best known growing 
areas of Sri Lanka. This classic OP (Orange Pekoe) has a long 
leaf, is spicy and flavourful.

S1027 Ceylon OP DIMBULA    
– Black Tea – 
A characteristic Ceylon Orange Pekoe that has a long, gray 
and very wiry leaf. The infusion delights with its round and 
pleasant bouquet and a light cup.    

Our Assam green tea is introduced on page 36
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S1034 Ceylon OP KENILWORTH   
– Black Tea – 
This classic Dimbula is grown in a top location and picked 
at the height of the area’s harvesting season in February. It 
has a neatly worked, short and wiry leaf, a spicy and round 
flavour and a reddish brown infusion.

S1030 Ceylon OP WEWESSE   
– Black Tea – 
A very typical tea from the Uva province. The top harvesting 
time in August produces a highly flavourful, delicately spicy 
tea with a grey-brown leaf and a nicely unfolding flavour.

S1029 Ceylon OP NUWARA ELIYA  
– Black Tea – 
The region with the highest tea gardens in Ceylon is home 
to this full-bodied tea with a wiry leaf and a copper red 
infusion. A mild tea for the afternoon, low in caffein and 
tannins.

S1035 Ceylon FOP SILVER KANDY   
– Black Tea – 
Lots of carefully picked silvery tips mark this elegant tea 
which is produced in the most northerly and oldest growing 
area, Kandy. A delight for all lovers of strong teas. It has a 
dark infusion with a strong, round and malty flavour.

S1036 Ceylon OP BLACKWOOD organic   
– Black Tea – 
This garden in Uva produces top-quality organic and very 
characteristic Ceylon teas with a copper cup and tippy 
leaves. A pronounced, highly flavourful tea picked at the 
best harvesting time in July.

C E Y L O N  B R O K E N  T E A

S1028 Ceylon Pekoe LOVERS LEAP   
– Black Tea – 
Lovers Leap is a high-lying garden in the Nuwara Eliya 
district which produces consistently good quality teas all 
through the year. This Pekoe with  slightly uneven, small 
leaves is highly flavourful with a full body and is picked in 
spring.

S1031 Ceylon BOP UVA HIGHLAND   
– Black Tea – 
A richly flavourful, strong and spicy Broken tea from the Uva 
summer picking. It has a bright copper cup and develops its 
character best with a touch of added sweetness.

 

S1035

      

S1031
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S1085

C H I N A
China Black Tea 
The vast realm of China, where the growing regions are at great distances from 
one another, produces a wide variety of black teas with entirely different flavours: 
mild and delicate, slightly sweet and fragrant, strong and earthy – and often with 
a discernible smoky nuance.

S1037 China KEEMUN CONGOU   
– Black Tea – 
From the Anhui region comes this round and mild tea. It 
is low in tannins and appeals particularly to first time tea 
drinkers.

S1038 China KEEMUN LUXUS CONGOU  
– Black Tea – 
Well-composed and elegant, this Keemun tea from Anhui 
has a sweetish, spicy note and a slightly tart flavour. A great 
pleasure, low in caffein and tannins.

S1083 China KEEMUN HAO YA   
– Black Tea – 
Also from the Anhui province comes this rare tea with an 
elegant leaf and an abundance of golden tips. It is aromatic, 
floral, subtle and sweetly fruity with a clear, hazel infusion. 
A mild, select speciality, only a small quantity of which is 
available for sale. 

S1039 China YUNNAN FOP   
– Black Tea – 
A black tea from the Yunnan region with even leaves and 
some golden tips. The pitch-dark infusion and the slightly 
earthy character are very typical for Yunnan teas.

S1090 China GOLDEN YUNNAN organic   
– Black Tea – 
This very characteristic black tea comes from the high re-
gions of Yunnan. It is from organic production and has a well 
worked leaf with golden brown tips. The flavour is sweetish-
spicy and softly earthy, the cup dark and strong.

S1085 China FINEST TIPPY GOLDEN YUNNAN   
– Black Tea – 
Also from the southern Chinese district of Yunnan comes 
this tea. It has a lot of golden tips and a delicately spicy, 
slightly smoky and earthy touch and a strong, dark infusion.

S3018 China PU ERH Tea   
– Specially Fermented Tea –
The Pu Erh tea, too, comes from Yunnan. Also called “red” 
tea for the colour of its cup, it is a “postfermented” tea with 
a characteristic earthy, slightly sweetish flavour and has a 
very intensive, rather pungent smell. Like green tea it should 
be prepared with not quite boiling water (90 degrees) and 
can be reinfused several times.
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S3051 China PU ERH Mini TUO CHA   
– Specially Fermented Tea – 
This long-living, pressed Pu Erh tea was formed into small 
nests sufficient for about 500 ml. Shortly douse the nests 
with boiling water and pour away the liquid. Then, for the 
“real” infusion, pour boiling water and let brew for 60 sec-
onds at most. Try infusing several times!  
Weight per unit about 4 g.

S1086 China ORGANIC PU ERH Tea „ROYAL PALACE“     
– Specially Fermented Tea –
A very special variety, organically produced in the Yunnan 
province. After the actual fermentation the finely worked 
leaves are again moistened to start postfermentation. Stor-
ing the tea afterwards for several months guarantees the 
expressive character with the typical earthy, slightly sweet-
ish note,  the full body and the dark, reddish cup.

S3051

  

S3028

S C E N T E D  B L A C K  T E A
Just like tea itself, “flavouring” has its origins in China. In tea gardens where shade 
trees spread their fragrance it was noted that tea leaves which had taken on the 
delicate scents were particularly appreciated. That is the origin of rose tea and 
green jasmine tea, amongst others. Fresh flower petals are added to the dried tea 
leaves and impart their scent to the tea. Afterwards the petals are removed and 
the process repeated until the fragrance has reached the desired intensity. The last 
batch of blossoms is generally left in the tea for an attractive look.

S3029 China LICHEE CONGOU   
– Flavoured Black Tea –
A delicate Chinese black Congou tea paired with the  
flavour of the lychee fruit. A special treat.   
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring

S3028 China ROSE CONGOU  
– Flavoured Black Tea –
This black Congou contains rose petals and derives its 
aroma from freshly picked roses which delicately transfer 
their scent to the tea.  
Ingredients: black tea, rose petals, flavouring

S3031 China TARRY LAPSANG SOUCHONG Smoked Tea  
– Black Tea –
Not the usual “two leaves and a bud” are picked for this 
 special tea but thicker and larger leaves from lower down 
the tea bush. Smoking it over exotic woods gives it its 
 typical flavour.  
Ingredients: black tea, smoke
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S1044 Sikkim FTGFOP1 TEMI   
– Black Tea – 
A truly “royal” tea from Temi, the only plantation in  
the former kingdom of Sikkim, now the most northerly  
Indian state. The garden produces teas with a distinctive, 
fruity character. This tea from the late first flush picking 
convinces with its elegant flavour, its full body and the 
finely worked leaf. 

S O U T H  I N D I A  B L A C K  T E A

S1051 Nilgiri TGFOP1 THIASHOLA organic     
– Black Tea – 
A leaf tea from organic production. The plantation Thiashola  
lies in the highlands of Nilgiri in southern India and  produces 
pleasantly light and flavourful teas.

O T H E R  C U L T I V A T I O N  A R E A S
H I M A L A Y A  B L A C K  T E A

S1045 Golden Nepal FTGFOP1 MALOOM  
– Black Tea – 
This tea garden at high altitude is still fairly young. It 
 produces very flavourful, slightly fruity teas. A Golden  
Nepal  from the summer harvest, mature, low in tannins 
and with lots of tips. A nice alternative even for Darjeeling 
aficionados.  

S1046 Nepal TGFOP SHANGRI-LA organic   
– Black Tea – 
The slightly sweetish character of Nepal tea marks this spicy 
organic tea from the late summer picking that makes a very 
pleasant afternoon tea. 

S1093 Nepal GOLD SHANGRI-LA organic     
– Black Tea – 
This organic black tea comes from a premium tea plantation 
in Nepal. Its beautifully shaped leaf has many golden tips, 
and its aroma captivates with a flowery, chocolaty note.  
A tea for special times.

You will find our Nepal green tea on page 36

S1093
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I N D O N E S I A  B L A C K  T E A

S1087 Sumatra Broken  
– Black Tea – 
Broken teas from the Indonesian peninsula Sumatra are not 
only perfect for East Friesian or breakfast blends but, on 
their own, are strong and satisfying everyday teas as well. 
Because of the low tannin content this tea will not turn 
 bitter and is therefore very good for making ice tea.

S1047 Java OP MALABAR   
– Black Tea – 
The tea from the Indonesian island Java has a  flavourful, 
slightly sweetish cup. A perfect afternoon tea, low in 
 caffeine and tannins. 

A F R I C A  B L A C K  T E A

S1088 Tanzania Golden Flowery LUPONDE organic    
– Black Tea – 
This leaf tea from orthodox production is pleasantly mild 
yet very flavourful and is an excellent everyday tea.

S1070 African Nature BOP   
– Black Tea – 
An excellent, strong African Broken from the best growing 
areas. It is spicy with a pleasant flavour.

S1049 Kenya GFBOP1 MARINYN   
– Black Tea – 
Whilst large amounts of Kenyan tea come from CTC produc-
tion, we can offer you an orthodox Broken, mild and with  
a strong flavour.

S1048 Kenya GFOP1 MARINYN  
– Black Tea – 
This orthodox leaf tea from the foot of mount Kilimanjaro  
contains lots of white tips and is pleasant and spicy with  
a copper cup. 

S1094 Rwanda OP RUKERI organic     
– Black Tea – 
This strong and aromatic organic tea grows in the highlands 
of Rwanda. A copper-brown colour in the cup and a well-
formed leaf are typical for this elegant tea.

D E C A F F E I N A T E D  T E A S
These teas are decaffeinated using a high-pressure CO2 process without solvents. 
This gentle processing allows the original flavour of the tea to be preserved to a 
large extent.

S3032 Darjeeling* Second Flush Leaf Decaf   
–  Decaffeinated Black Tea – 
For all those who do not want to miss out on their black 
tea but who do not always want the stimulating effect of 
 caffeine. A Second Flush Darjeeling*, gently decaffeinated 
(CO2 process). The characteristic Darjeeling* flavour  
is largely preserved.   
(* protected geographical indication)

S3033 Ceylon Leaf Decaf  
–  Decaffeinated Black Tea – 
This spicy tea combines the typical strong character of 
Ceylon with the advantages of a decaffeinated tea. The wiry 
leaf produces a savoury and mild infusion.
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S1094

S3034 Earl Grey Leaf Decaf   
–  Decaffeinated Flavoured Black Tea – 
A decaffeinated Ceylon leaf tea nicely finished with berga-
mot flavouring. For all lovers of Earl Grey who do not want 
too much “excitement”.  
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring

S3035 China Sencha Green Tea Decaf  
–  Decaffeinated Green Tea – 
Green tea lovers are offered this decaffeinated alternative. 
The chararcteristic, crisply acerb, slightly hay-like taste of 
Sencha is clearly discernable.

S5056 Sencha Lemon Decaf  
–  Lemon Flavoured Decaffeinated Green Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: decaffeinated China Sencha green tea, lemon 
peel, sunflower petals, flavouring, cornflower petals

B L A C K  T E A  B L E N D S

S1053 East Friesian Broken Blend   
– Black Tea Blend –
For those who want it particularly strong, this East Friesian 
Broken blend is just perfect. A well-composed blend of 
spunky Assam Broken teas and strong Sumatra Broken goes 
into making the national drink of the East Friesians. This tea 
calls for the addition of rock sugar and cream to make it a 
perfect delight. 

S1052 East Friesian Leaf Blend  
– Black Tea Blend –
Strong Assam teas with elegant leaves and golden tips 
 produce a dark, strong, full-bodied and spicy infusion.  
A perfect setup for the typical East Friesian tea time.  
Add a lump of rock sugar, maybe a dash of cream … 

S1054 East Friesian Sunday Tea   
– Vanilla Flavoured  Black Tea Blend –
A delicious Assam, harmoniously blended with pieces  
of vanilla, is the right choice for festive occasions.  
Ingredients: black tea, vanilla pieces, flavouring

S1058 English Breakfast  
– Black Tea Blend –
A delicious Broken blend after a typical English recipe. 
 Ceylon teas from select gardens join for a harmonious  
blend which is a pleasure not only in the early morning.
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S1089

S1056 Russian Blend  
– Black Tea Blend –
This blend is produced after an old recipe. It has a slightly 
smoky note and can be used in a samovar.

S1061 Hälssen & Lyon „Tradition“  
– Black Tea Blend –
A well-composed blend of black leaf teas from all over the 
world. Made from a traditional recipe, it is a perfect delight 
for all lovers of black tea. 

S1055 Darjeeling* Himalayas Blend    
– Black Tea Blend –
Crisply floral, aromatic and flavourful, this is a harmonious 
blend of spring teas from well-known Darjeeling* gardens.  
It contains lots of tips and produces a light infusion. 
(*protected geographical indication)

   

S1060

S1059 English Highlands Leaf Blend   
– Black Tea Blend –
The companion through the whole day. Leaf teas from all 
over the world are successfully united and are particularly 
good with milk or lemon.

S1062 Five o‘Clock Tea   
– Black Tea Blend –
A mild Broken blend low in caffeine and tannin content 
 after an English recipe. It is full-bodied, sweetish and a 
 lasting delight. 

S1060 Irish Breakfast Tea  
– Black Tea Blend –
Quite a strong Broken blend which works to perfection with 
milk and sugar. Teas from Assam and Sumatra make a truly 
delightful tea for the early morning.

S1089 Early Morning Broken Tea organic    
– Black Tea Blend –
Typically British and beautifully full-bodied, this Broken 
blend is from organic production. Stimulating yet mild, 
flavourful, with a reddish-brown cup and a strong body. 
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S2003

S2010 China SENCHA organic   
– Green Tea – 
An organic Sencha from the southeastern Chinese province 
of Zhejiang. It is characterised by a pressed leaf and a pleas-
antly grassy note with a yellow-green cup.

S2004 China GREEN DRAGON  
– Green Tea – 
From the southern Chinese region of Yunnan. The wavy, 
light green leaf produces a fresh, clear, unobtrusively strong 
infusion.

S2003 China MOON PALACE  
– Green Tea – 
A premium Chun Mee that captivates with its carefully 
picked and processed leaf and the elegant floral flavour.

S2009 China CHUN MEE organic   
– Green Tea – 
This fine, organic Chun Mee comes from the Wuyuan region 
in the Jiangxi province. The leaves are slightly curved, the 
infusion is light with a fresh, slightly tart flavour.

C H I N A 
The better part of all green tea produced worldwide comes from China, the “moth-
erland” of tea. Green teas – unlike black teas – are not fermented. The colour of the 
leaves varies from light green and shiny silver to a dark emerald green, the infusion 
is light. Depending on the type of tea and the preparation, the flavour ranges from 
slightly tart to pleasantly sweetish and aromatic. 

In general, green teas are not prepared with boiling hot water, instead the water is 
allowed to cool down to the desired temperature. Recommendations for the prepa-
ration of green tea are as manifold as the tea leaves, growing areas and processing. 
Depending on the type of tea and personal preference, the recommended water 
temperature ranges from 70 to 90 degrees Celsius and the brewing time from one 
to three minutes. The rule of thumb is: the better the tea, the lower the water tem-
perature and the longer the brewing time. 

Green teas should definitely be infused several times. Many tea lovers particularly 
prefer the second and third infusion. But this, too, is a question of preference and 
tips on this subject fill many a guidebook.   

S2001 China GUNPOWDER   
– Green Tea – 
The leaves of this green tea classic are rolled into tight pellets. 
Its flavour is refreshing and tangy, the cup medium light.

S2005 China SENCHA   
– Green Tea – 
A mild and gentle green tea with a slightly hay-like flavour. 
Its leaves are long and pressed flat, the infusion is light 
yellowish-green.   

S2002 China CHUN MEE  
– Green Tea – 
This flavourful green tea with an evenly rolled leaf is slightly 
tart and has a peach-coloured cup. For all green tea aficionados. 
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S2021

  

S3013

S3014 China PI LO CHUN  
– Green Tea – 
The jade green “Spiral of Spring” is a very elegant, hand-
picked and carefully processed green tea with an abundance 
of white tips and a delicately twisted leaf. A great delight 
with its lively freshness, a hint of sweetness and the clear, 
light cup.

S3009 China MAI FENG  
– Green Tea – 
A crisp, slightly tart spring tea from the eastern Chinese 
province of Jiangsu. The spiky, sightly twisted and lushly 
green leaf produces a jade green, aromatic infusion with  
a fruity note. 

S2008 China GUNPOWDER organic   
– Green Tea – 
This organic tea is characterised by its slightly tangy and 
refreshing flavour. It has a rolled leaf and is produced in  
the Wuyuan area in the Jiangxi province.

S3013 China YUNNAN Green TGFOP   
– Green Tea – 
A handpicked tea with lots of silvery tips. The infusion is 
mild and flowery, with a long-lasting flavour and a peach-
coloured cup.

S3035 China SENCHA Green Tea Decaf   
– Decaffeinated Green Tea – 
The decaffeinated alternative for green tea lovers. The char-
acteristic, crisply acerb, slightly hay-like taste of Sencha  
is clearly discernable.

S2021 China Mountain Mist WU LU   
– Green Tea – 
The southeastern Chinese province of Zhejiang is the home 
of this expressive mountain mist tea. Its name is composed 
of Wu = mountain mist and Lu = green bud. The emerald 
green, thoroughly twisted leaf produces a delicately flowery, 
slightly sweetish and highly flavourful infusion and is ap-
preciated particularly for its refreshing character.

S2006 China (Mao Feng) CRISS CROSS  
– Green Tea – 
Because of its irregularly formed leaves this Mao Feng is also 
known as Criss Cross. A jade green cup and a soft, slightly 
sweet flavour are characteristic of this green tea.
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C H I N A  –  S C E N T E D  G R E E N  T E A
Green teas enhanced with the addition of flowers are a typical Chinese speciality 
and the precursor of flavoured teas. Finished, unfermented and dried green tea is 
blended with fresh flower petals, which are removed and replaced with fresh ones 
several times. The delicate green teas take on the fine scent of the flowers in a gen-
tle, natural way. For top-quality teas this process is repeated more often, so that the 
scent is more pronounced than in more ordinary varieties. Incidentally: The amount 
of flowers visible in the finished product is not an indicator of the intensity of the 
flowery note – they are left in the tea merely for an attractive look. Some premium 
teas are sold without any petals, leaving a plain green tea without any visual evi-
dence of flowers but a very intensive flavour!

S3026 China JASMINE CONGOU   
– Green Tea –
This jasmine classic comes from the Chinese Fujian province. 
The added blossoms are a delight for the eyes but even more 
so for the palate. Mild, with a medium-light cup.  
Ingredients: green tea, jasmine flowers

S3027 China JASMINE CHUNG HAO   
– Green Tea –
A jasmine tea speciality from the Chinese Fujian province. 
The elegant green tea with neatly worked leaves and a lot of 
white tips gives off a sweet, long-lingering scent of jasmine. 

S3047 China JASMINE CHUNG FENG organic   
– Green Tea –
This organically produced jasmine tea has delicately worked 
leaves and lots of white tips. At the end of processing all 
jasmine flowers are removed, preserving the subtle lightness 
of the tea.

S2018 China PALACE NEEDLE organic   
– Green Tea – 
The Chinese province of Hubei is the birthplace of this 
organically produced tea speciality. Only the most delicate 
shoots and tips are picked very carefully and then gently 
processed. Not only professed green tea lovers will be 
 delighted by its dark green shiny leaf and the aromatic  
light cup with its delicate subtlety and sweetness.

S3006 China GU ZHANG MAO JIAN   
– Green Tea – 
This handpicked tea with fine, curly leaves and white tips, 
from the Chinese province of Wuhan, will seduce you with 
its extravagant, slightly smoky character and the golden 
yellow cup. 

S3005 China LUNG CHING (LONGJING) Second Grade   
– Green Tea – 
Perfect climatic conditions in the southeastern Chinese 
province Zhejiang allow for the production of this famous 
green tea speciality. Also known as “Dragon Well Tea”, this 
classic has a long, flat leaf, a jade green cup and an elegant, 
mild and delicate flavour. 

S2018
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S3007

K O R E A
Green tea specialities from South Korea are not only recommended as an alterna-
tive to Japanese green teas but also just add variety for all lovers of green tea. The 
small island of Jeju, off the southern coast of the Korean mainland, is a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Its humid subtropical climate with annual precipitation ex-
ceeding 1800 mm and the nutrient-rich volcanic soil offer perfect conditions for 
the production of excellent, organically grown teas.

Most teas from this area are produced according to the traditional Korean roasting 
procedure. This method preserves the original structure of the leaf. An exception is 
Jeoncha, which involves steaming according to the Japanese method and pressing 
the leaf like Sencha. 

S2025 Korea MYSTIC GREEN organic    
– Green Tea –
A tea with a light, elegantly sweet aroma, distinguished by 
its jade-green leaves and colour in the cup. A special treat 
for green tea lovers.

S2023 Korea JOONGJAK organic    
– Green Tea –
The name of this tea translates as “picked in the middle of 
June”. It is a second flush tea and is roasted according to 
Korean tradition. The slightly twisted leaf captivates with its 
bright green colour. The clear lemon yellow infusion has a 
fresh, fruity flavour and a smooth aroma. 

S3007 China JASMINE DRAGON PHOENIX PEARL   
– Green Tea –
Small jasmine pearls, a rare speciality from China. Only the 
youngest and most tender leaves are repeatedly blended 
with fresh, very fragrant jasmine flowers which are removed 
afterwards. Then the scented tea leaves are rolled by hand 
into small, tight pearls. The jasmine aroma is closed in and 
unfolds fully when infused. A pleasure for the eyes, nose 
and palate. The amber cup and the fantastic fragrance are 
extremely seductive!   
Ingredients: green tea, jasmine petals

S3030 China SWEET OSMANTHUS    
– Green Tea –
The southern Chinese Guangxi province which borders 
on Vietnam is the home of this green tea speciality. It is 
blended with osmanthus flowers and has taken on their 
sweet, peach-like aroma. 
Ingredients: green tea, osmanthus flowers
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S2023

J A P A N
Teas from Japan are nearly all green and unfermented. The best-known variety is 
Sencha, Japan’s everyday tea, which is available in a variety of different grades. As 
the soil has a fairly high iodine content, a subtle taste of seaweed is characteristic 
for Japanese teas.   

Concerns that all Japanese teas might be contaminated in the wake of the 2011 
Fukushima nuclear disaster have fortunately been disproven. In any event, all Japa-
nese teas undergo intensive controls. After strict examinations in the tea gardens 
and upon leaving Japan, the goods are tested for radiation yet again on entering 
the EU. 

S2016 Japan GENMAICHA  
– Green Tea –
A Bancha, naturally low in caffeine content. The addition of 
roasted brown rice gives it a slightly tart, aromatic cup with 
a roasted flavour.  
Ingredients: green tea, roasted rice, puffed rice

S2015 Japan BANCHA HOUJICHA   
– Green Tea –
Roasting gives this Bancha its special flavour. The leaves are 
brown and produce a light brown cup.  

S2014 Japan BANCHA  
– Green Tea –
Bancha is harvested from the same bushes as Sencha but in 
this case the lower, larger leaves are picked. This voluminous 
tea with large, flat pressed leaves is naturally low in caffeine 
and has a mild, pleasant flavour. Very good for first time green 
tea drinkers.

S2024 Korea JEONCHA organic   
– Green Tea –
This second flush tea is picked at the end of June and the 
name can also be translated as Sencha. Like Japanese green 
teas it is steamed and the longish leaf is pressed flat. The 
vivid green of the cup emphasises the fresh and bright 
flavour. A perfect choice for all fans of Sencha and lovers of 
green tea in general.
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O T H E R  G R O W I N G  A R E A S
G R E E N  T E A  F R O M  D A R J E E L I N G

S1016 Green Tea KGFOP1 RISHEEHAT organic   
– Green Tea –
An organically produced green tea from one of the best-
known plantations in this region that combines the charac-
ter of Himalayan teas with the freshness of green tea.  
It comes from the early summer harvest and is distin-
guished by a great fullness and elegance.

G R E E N  T E A  F R O M  A S S A M

S1026 Assam FTGFOP SEWPUR organic   
– Green Tea –
This unfermented green Assam is processed after a tradi-
tional method for producing green tea. It is strong and full 
of flavour.

G R E E N  T E A  F R O M  N E P A L

S2026 Nepal Green EMERALD GUARANSE organic    
– Green Tea –
Fine, needle-like leaves with white tips are characteristic  
of this exquisite tea. Flowery, aromatic with a typical  
green tea note in the cup.

G R E E N  T E A  F R O M  A F R I C A

S2027 Rwanda OP RUKERI organic    
– Green Tea –
A select organic green tea from the highlands of Rwanda.  
The regular-shaped leaf, its emerald green colour and  
elegant aroma characterise this tea.

S2011 Japan SENCHA FUKUJYU  
– Green Tea –
Translated, Sencha means “steamed tea”. This mechanically har-
vested Sencha also was steamed to prevent fermentation. The  
taste reminds of seaweed and has a slightly tart, distinct and  
fresh note, the cup is a light olive. 

S2020 Japan SENCHA UCHIYAMA organic   
– Green Tea –
An excellent green Sencha from the first spring harvest, organically 
produced in the Uchiyama region. Its glowing, golden infusion and 
the lively, flowery flavour are a particular delight.

S2013 Japan GYOKURO ASAHI   
– Green Tea –
A Japanese rarity which roughly translates as “jewel dew”. About 
two weeks before the harvest the tea bushes are covered with 
bamboo mats. The “shadow tea” develops less tannin, has a dis-
tinctly higher caffeine content and the leaves are a very dark green 
and slightly shiny. In Japan Gyokuro is served especially to honour 
guests. It has an elegant, subtle, yet strong flavour with a touch of 
sweetness.

S2017 Japan MATCHA organic   /tin
– Green Tea –
This pulverised green tea is a Japanese classic and is still prepared in 
a special way in the traditional tea ceremonies.  
Sold in units of six tins of 30 g each.

S2013
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S3046

S3004 China WHITE MONKEY PEKOE     
– White Tea –
Originally, grown only in high altitudes in Fujian, this tea 
got its name from the fact that it was picked by monkeys 
particularly trained for this purpose. Nowadays it is picked 
by human hands in a period of only a few days per year. 
The roughish, slightly downy leaf produces a light-green, 
smooth cup with a slight note of honey.

S3046 China YIN ZHEN SILVER NEEDLE  
– White Tea –
For this unique speciality from the Chinese district of Fujian 
only unopened buds are picked and processed. If possible, 
this tea should be infused in a glass pot. After a short time 
something terrific starts to happen: The silvery leaves sink 
to the bottom and shortly afterwards straighten up and 
“stand” erect. An exciting, velvety-soft and delicate flavour 
paired with an ivory-coloured, fragrant infusion.  
An enchanting experience.

W H I T E  T E A S 
White teas are amongst the noblest and mildest varieties in the world. To produce 
them only the youngest, unopened buds, still covered by a silvery down, are picked 
and briefly withered in natural daylight. Afterwards the buds are heated for a short 
time and then air-dried.

S3002 China YUNNAN WHITE DRAGON   
– White Tea –
From the district of Yunnan comes this white tea which is 
picked very young and carefully processed. The white down 
on the many buds and the underside of the leaves, the light, 
aromatic cup and the delicate, floral character leave nothing 
to be desired.

S3001 China White Tea PAI MU TAN    
– White Tea –
This variety is one of the best known, most popular white 
teas and has a large, open leaf with a pleasant, mild char-
acter.

S3045 China WHITE WINGS organic   
– White Tea –
Yunnan is the region where this perfectly picked and 
processed white tea originates from. It depicts the plucking 
method “two leaves and a bud” to perfection. Comparable  
in look and taste to a top Pai Mu Tan the White Wing offers  
a flowery, fragrant experience and for all its delicateness is 
still full-bodied.

S3003 China WHITE SNOW BUD   
– White Tea –
Only young buds and open leaves are harvested for this 
handpicked tea. That makes for a very light, ivory-coloured 
infusion and a mild, elegant flavour.
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S3052 China High Mountain PAO CHONG OOLONG organic   
– Oolong Tea –
This excellent organic Oolong comes from the high regions 
of the Chinese province Hubei. The carefully picked leaves 
are rolled only very gently and lightly fermented. The tea 
convinces with its look and intensive aroma. The infusion 
glows light yellow and has a fruity, floral flavour with a 
sweetish touch of apricot.

S3053 Thailand JING SHUAN OOLONG   
– Oolong Tea –
An exclusive speciality from northern Thailand close to 
the borders of Myanmar and Laos. At altitudes of 400 to 
700 m, surrounded by forests and blessed with consistent 
precipitations, exceptional tea specialities can be produced 
all year round. Typical for this Oolong, which is formed into 
small, olive green pearls, is the natural creamy sweetness 
and a subtle hint of orchids. In the infusion the pearls unfold 
into surprisingly long, slightly wavy leaves and produce a 
melon yellow cup.

S3020 Formosa FINEST OOLONG  
– Oolong Tea –
Oolong beginners and connoisseurs alike will enjoy this very 
typical semi-fermented Oolong as it is low in tannin and has 
a naturally sweet taste.

O O L O N G
In Chinese, Oolong means “red dragon”. These semi-fermented teas come mostly 
from south-eastern China and Taiwan. They have a sweetish taste, and premium 
varieties also boast an elegantly floral, peach-like note.

S3022 China OOLONG SE CHUNG    
– Oolong Tea –
Typical for this semi-fermented Oolong is its slightly rolled 
dark green leaf. A mild, pleasant tea with an aromatic, 
slightly nutty flavour and a golden-brown cup. 

S3023 China OOLONG TI KUAN YIN  
– Oolong Tea – 
This delicately semi-fermented Oolong from the Chinese 
province of Fujian convinces with its tightly rolled leaf, 
 jade-green cup and natural fruity sweetness. 

S3025 China OOLONG organic   
– Oolong Tea –
A relatively rough, typically reddish brown, “open” leaf and  
a slightly earthy, yet light flavour characterise this organi-
cally grown tea. It is mild, with a low tannin content. 

S3042 China MILKY OOLONG  
– Flavoured Oolong Tea –
This is an unusual tea from China. Flavouring is added to  
the fresh tea leaves at origin. A sweetish flavour reminiscent 
of milk.  
Ingredients: Oolong tea, flavouring (contains milk products)
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S3040 HAPPY VALLEY DARJILONG organic   
– Oolong Tea –
This is a unique pleasure for the connoisseur because the 
wonderful, typical Oolong taste beautifully combines with 
the distinct character of a Darjeeling.

S3024 Vietnam IMPERIAL OOLONG  
– Oolong Tea –
A relatively tightly rolled, nearly green rare Oolong from 
Vietnam that surprises with a creamy-floral note and a 
fragrant bouquet.

S3021 Formosa CHOICEST OOLONG  
– Oolong Tea –
The rough, typically brown leaf of this semi-fermented 
 Oolong from Taiwan creates a pleasantly smooth flavour 
with a slight touch of honey.

S3019 Formosa JADE OOLONG  
– Oolong Tea –
This Oolong from Taiwan is nearly green and only very 
lightly fermented with leaves that are rolled into small,  
tight balls. The jade-green cup, alluring scent and the  
softly fruity note reminiscent of peach blossoms make  
this tea stand out.

S3054 Formosa DARK PEARL OOLONG   
– Oolong Tea –
One of the few Taiwanese tea specialities from the Tai Tung 
region on the eastern coast of the island. The carefully 
picked leaf is rolled repeatedly to form the typical pearls 
which “lock in” the flavour. This tea belongs with the longer 
fermented and afterwards roasted Oolongs. It captivates 
with its amber infusion and well-balanced sweetness with 
delicate notes of honey, vanilla and dried fruit.

S3019
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Y E L L O W  T E A
In contrast to green tea, yellow tea is not processed immediately after roasting but 
is wrapped in paper or cloth and left to cool. It is roasted and rewrapped again at 
intervals, ending with a final roasting. This procedure produces a tea that is hardly 
fermented, but removes the “grassy” or vegetal taste of green tea.

S3044 China YELLOW SUN  
– Yellow Tea – 
A yellow tea from the region of Huang Shan (“Yellow Moun-
tain”) in the Chinese province Anhui with a large, wiry leaf. 
Produced after the traditional Chinese method this tea has 
a distinct flavour with natural sweetness and a hint of nuts 
and bread.
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S4032 Berries of the Forest  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, elderberries, raspberry 
leaves, blackberries, raspberry pieces

S4053 Berry organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea*, natural flavourings, cornflower 
 petals*, raspberry pieces*, blueberries*, strawberry pieces* 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S4003 Black Currant  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, blackberry leaves, 
 raspberry leaves

S4005 Blackberry  
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, natural flavourings, blackberries, 
blackberry leaves, mallow blossoms

S4004 Blood Orange   
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, orange peel, natural orange 
 flavouring, safflowers

S4037 Blue Shadow  
– Lulo and Rhubarb Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, cornflower petals

S4036 Bora Bora®   
– Passionfruit and Pineapple Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, rose petals, flavourings,  
mallow blossoms, peony petals

F L AV O U R E D  B L A C K  T E A 
These flavoured varieties are based on fine black teas of excellent quality. In com-
bination with carefully selected flavours and perfect ingredients, they turn every 
individual cup into a delicious taste indulgence.

We offer seasonal teas such as Christmas blends in due course – or just ask for them 
at any time. 

Our homepage contains information about premium blends from our Juicea® 
range with capsulated flavour granules.

S4020 Almond Cream  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, almond pieces, flavourings

S4001 Apple organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea*, apple pieces*, natural flavouring 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S4002 Apricot  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, sunflower petals

S5027 Arabian Nights                                                                                         
– Red Berries Flavoured Blend of Black  
and Green Tea, Fruits and Blossoms – 
Ingredients: black tea (61 %), China Sencha green tea (28 %), 
natural flavouring, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), currants 
(currants, sunflower oil), sunflower petals, rose petals, 
 mallow blossoms
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S4058 Chai Secrets of India  
 – Cinnamon and Grapefruit Flavoured Blend  
of Black Tea and Spices – 
Ingredients: black tea, ginger pieces, star anise, orange 
wedges with peel, cardamom pods, pink pepper, cloves, 
flavourings

S4034 Cinnamon  
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea and Cinnamon – 
Ingredients: black tea (89 %), cinnamon pieces (10 %), 
flavouring

S4060 Coco Cookie organic    
– Coconut and Cookie Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea*, natural flavourings, shredded coco-
nut*, rhubarb pieces*, rose petals*, raspberry pieces* 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S4017 Coconut  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, shredded coconut, flavourings 

S4019 Cacao  
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, Cocoa Beans and Chocolate Chips – 
Ingredients: black tea (53 %), cocoa beans coarse cut (39 %), 
chocolate chips (sugar, cocoa, emulsifier soya lecithin) (5 %), 
flavourings

S4038 California Dream  
– Exotic Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, lemon peel, rose petals, 
marigold flowers

S4016 Caramel  
– Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea (88 %), caramel pieces (condensed 
skimmed milk with sugar, sugar, glucose syrup, butterfat, 
humectant sorbitol E420, emulsifier E471), flavourings

S4044 Chai Juicea®  
– Honey and Vanilla Flavoured Blend of Black Tea and Spices – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: black tea (65 %), ginger pieces, cinnamon 
pieces, flavourings, cardamom seeds, cloves

S4049 Chai Oriental  
– Cinnamon and Ginger Flavoured Blend  
of Black Tea and Spices –
Ingredients: black tea (56 %), cinnamon pieces,  
ginger pieces, cardamom seeds, cardamom pods,  
vanilla pieces, flavourings
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S3034 Earl Grey Decaf  
– Bergamot Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: decaffeinated black Ceylon tea, flavouring

S4009 Earl Grey organic    
– Bergamot Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea* (99 %) (from organic production), 
flavouring

S4008 Earl Grey Special  
– Bergamot and Jasmine Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, rose petals, flavourings

S4011 Earl Grey Superior    
– Bergamot Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: Indian black tea, flavouring

S4015 Ginger organic    
– Non-Flavoured Blend of Black Tea and Ginger – 
Ingredients: Indian black tea (75 %)*, ginger pieces (25 %)* 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S4014 Honey    
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, pollen (safflower, marigold, rose), 
natural flavouring, marigold flowers

S4039 Irish Dream  
– Whisky, Chocolate and Cream Flavoured Blend of Black Tea,  
Cocoa Husks and White Chocolate Chips – 
Ingredients: black tea (80 %), cocoa husks (12 %). white 
chocolate chips (sugar, cocoa butter, whole milk powder, 
emulsifier sunflower lecithin) (5 %), flavourings

S4028 Cream  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavouring 

S4029 Cream Croquant  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnut pieces, 
invert sugar), flavourings

S4050 Earl & Lady Grey    
– Bergamot and Vanilla Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings

S4007 Earl Grey Blue Flower  
– Bergamot Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, cornflower petals, flavouring

S4006 Earl Grey Classic  
– Bergamot Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings

S4060

      

S4007
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S1063 Oriental Spices  
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea and Spices – 
Ingredients: black tea (66 %), orange peel, ginger pieces, cin-
namon pieces, cardamom seeds, flavourings, vanilla pieces

S4051 Paris – mon amour  
– Bergamot and Mandarin Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings

S4024 Passion Fruit  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
flavourings, sunflower petals, pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar)

S4025 Peach  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, orange blossoms,  
papaya pieces (papaya, sugar)

S4018 Lemon    
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, Lemon Peel and Herbs – 
Ingredients: black tea (88 %), lemon peel (4 %), lemongrass, 
lemon myrtle, flavourings

S4021 Mango  
– Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea (87 %), mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
mango flakes, sunflower petals, flavourings

S4047 Mango Pineapple Chili  
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, Fruits and Chili – 
Ingredients: black tea (82 %), mango flakes, chili powder (4 
%), pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), flavourings

S4022 Maracuja  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, marigold flowers, mar-
acuja fruit granules (glucose syrup, concentrated maracuja 
fruit juice, apricot pulp, modified starch, thickener E401)

S4035 Marzipan  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, sliced almonds

S4023 Orange     
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, orange peel, flavourings

S4043 Orange organic    
–Naturally Flavoured Blend  
of Black Tea and Orange Peel – 
Ingredients: black tea (78 %)*, orange peel (19 %)*,  
natural orange flavouring 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S4047
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S4055

S4059 Sea Buckthorn Cranberry  
 – Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, Lemongrass,  
Sea Buckthorn Berries and Cranberry Slices –  
Ingredients: black tea (85 %), lemongrass (5 %), sea buck-
thorn berries (4 %), flavourings, cranberry slices (2 %)

S4012 Strawberry Cream  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, wood strawberry leaves, 
strawberry slices, strawberry fruit granules (glucose syrup, 
strawberries, fructose, modified starch, thickening agent 
401)

S4055 Truffle Praliné  
– Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, White Chocolate Chips and Blossoms – 
Ingredients: black tea (87 %), white chocolate chips (sugar, 
cocoa butter, whole milk powder, emulsifier sunflower 
lecithin) (8 %), flavourings, red rose petals (1.5 %)

S4045 Pu Erh Exotic  
– Flavoured Pu Erh Tea – 
Ingredients: Pu Erh tea – specially fermented tea, orange 
blossoms, cornflower petals, raspberry pieces, flavourings

S4064 Pu Erh in a different way      
– Coconut and Cream Flavoured Blend  
of Coconut, Pu Erh Tea and Apple – 
Ingredients: coconut (35 %), Pu Erh tea – specially  
fermented tea (32 %), apple (20 %), natural flavourings, 
sweet blackberry leaves

S4046 Pu Erh Orange    
– Naturally Flavoured Pu Erh Tea – 
Ingredients: Pu Erh tea - specially fermented tea,  
flavourings, orange peel

S4026 Quince    
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, apple pieces, natural flavourings, 
sunflower petals

S4013 Raspberry  
– Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea (86 %), strawberry fruit granules 
(glucose syrup, strawberries, fructose, modified starch, 
thickening agent 401), flavourings, raspberries,  
pink heath flowers, pink rose petals

S4040 Rhum Vanilla  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnut pieces, 
invert sugar), flavourings

S4065 Royal Breakfast      
– Vanilla Flavoured Black Tea Blend – 
Ingredients: black tea (98 %), vanilla, natural flavouring
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S4033 Wild Cherry  
 –Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, cranberry pieces (sugar,  
cranberries, rice flour, sunflower oil), flavourings

S9031 Winter Delight  
– Baked Apple Flavoured Blend of Black Tea, 
Spices, Apple Pieces and Herbs – 
Ingredients: black tea (60.5 %), ginger pieces (10 %), apple 
pieces (9 %), fennel seeds sweet, aniseed, cinnamon pieces, 
flavourings, safflowers

S4042 Valentina  
– Blueberry Flavoured Blend of Black Tea and Sugar Hearts – 
Ingredients: black tea (83 %), sugar hearts (sugar, rice flour,  
partly hydrogenated rapeseed oil, thickening agent tra-
gacanth, food colourings E120, E160a, flavouring) (15 %), 
flavouring

S4030 Vanilla Classic  
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, vanilla pieces

S4056 Vanilla Cookie  
– Vanilla and Biscuit Flavoured Blend of  
Black Tea, Almonds, Vanilla and Blossoms – 
Ingredients: black tea (85 %), almond pieces (8 %), 
 flavourings, vanilla pieces (3 %), mallow blossoms

S4031 Vanilla Juicea®    
– Naturally Flavoured Black Tea – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules.  
Ingredients: black tea, natural flavourings, vanilla pieces

S4057 Vanilla Taste up!   
–Flavoured Black Tea – 
Taste Up! enhances the flavour of premium teas with an 
all-natural knack that is only mastered by Hälssen & Lyon. 
Under the influence of Taste up! the delicate flavours unfold 
admirably and offer an unique, lasting pleasure.  
Ingredients: black tea, flavourings, vanilla pieces S9031
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53FL AVOURED GREEN & WHITE TEAS

S5021 Blue Sky    
– Boysenberry and Mango Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, mallow blossoms, 
flavourings, rose petals

S5014 Caramel Cream  
– Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, caramel pieces 
(condensed skimmed milk with sugar, sugar, glucose 
syrup, butterfat, humectant sorbitol E420, emulsifier E471), 
flavourings

S5017 Cinnamon Orange  
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, orange peel, 
 flavourings, mallow blossoms, safflowers, sunflower petals

S5019 Citrus Berries  
– Lemon and Red Berries Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea, Fruits and Blossoms –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (88 %), flavourings, 
lemon peel, raspberries, sunflower petals

F L A V O U R E D  G R E E N  T E A 
Delicately flavoured and refined green and white teas are held in high esteem by 
tea lovers. The sophisticated art of flavouring tea that Hälsson & Lyon has perfect-
ed for almost 50 years as well as the base of high-quality green and white teas we 
use guarantee our customers a select, first-class product.

A particularly good base for flavoured green teas is Chinese Sencha, on which the 
ingredients spread evenly and can develop their full flavour. The temperature of the 
water should be about 90 degrees and the brewing time should not exceed two to 
three minutes. Like all green teas, the leaves can be brewed several times – to your 
personal liking. 

S5030 Apple organic    
 – Flavoured Blend of Green Tea and Apple –
Ingredients: China Chun Mee green tea (80 %)*,  
apple pieces (17.5 %)*, flavourings 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5027 Arabian Nights    
– Red Berries Flavoured Blend of Black  
and Green Tea, Fruits and Blossoms –
Ingredients: black tea (61 %), China Sencha green tea (28 %), 
natural flavouring, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), currants 
(currants, sunflower oil), sunflower petals, rose petals, 
 mallow blossoms

S5048 Berry Strong  
– Wolfberries and Sea Buckthorn Berries  
Flavoured Green Tea Blend –
Ingredients: China Fine Sencha and Mao Feng green tea, 
lemongrass, natural flavourings, sea buckthorn berries, 
wolfberries

S5055
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S5031 Lemon organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Chun Mee green tea*, lemon peel*, 
flavouring 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5026 Maharani  
– Grapefruit and Red Berries Flavoured Blend of Green and Black Tea  –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (43 %), black tea (43 %), 
papaya pieces (papaya, sugar) (7 %), flavourings, safflowers

S5040 Mango organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Jade Wings green tea*,  
mango pieces*, natural flavourings, marigold flowers* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5037 Mango Papaya  
– Flavoured Blend of Green Tea, and Papaya Flakes –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (87 %),  
papaya flakes (8 %), flavourings, marigold flowers

S5001

        

S5026

S5001 Earl Grey  
– Bergamot Flavoured Green Tea Blend –
Ingredients: green tea, rose petals, flavouring

S5055 Eight Secrets from the Far East  
– Strawberry and Lychee Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea, Oolong, Fruits and White Tea –
Ingredients: jasmine tea (green tea, jasmine blossoms), Gun-
powder green tea , Oolong tea Se Chung, Sencha  green tea, 
Chun Mee green tea, Mao Feng  green tea, mango flakes, 
Lychee tea (green tea, flavouring), Pai Mu Tan white tea, 
flavourings, wolfberries, safflowers, rose petals

S5036 Ginger Pineapple organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea, Ginger and Pineapple –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (68 %)*, ginger  
pieces (20 %)*, pineapple flakes (pineapple, rice flour) (8 %)*, 
natural flavouring, marigold flowers* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5018 Grapeberry  
– Strawberry and Grapefruit Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, lemon peel, 
 flavourings, rose petals, sunflower petals

S5012 Green Colada  
–Pineapple and Coconut Flavoured Blend of Green Tea and Fruit Pieces –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (84 %), pineapple 
 pieces (pineapple, sugar) (8 %), coconut chips roasted 
 (coconut, sugar) (6 %), flavourings

S5008 Lemon  
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea,  
lemon peel, lemongrass, flavouring
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S5003 Orange  
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings,  
orange blossoms

S5004 Peach  
– Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings,  
passion fruit granules (glucose syrup, passion fruit juice 
concentrate, apricot pulp, modified starch, thickener E401), 
marigold flowers

S5045 Pear organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Green Tea Blend –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea* (60 %), Himalaya 
green tea* (30 %), pear pieces*, flavouring, marigold flowers* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7046 Pure Energy  
– Pineapple and Peach Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea, Ginger, Pineapple and Ginseng Root –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (82 %), ginger  
pieces (5 %), pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar) (5 %), 
 ginseng root (4.5 %), flavourings

S5053 Purple Rose   
– Strawberry and Cranberry Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea and Fruit Pieces –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (83 %), papaya  
pieces (papaya, sugar) (10 %), flavourings, rose petals, 
 strawberry pieces

S5005 Quince  
– Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, mallow blossoms, 
flavourings, cornflower petals

S5038 Mangousteen  
– Mangosteen Fruit Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings,  
mango flakes, rose petals

S5054 Morning Light  
– Mango and Bergamot Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings,  
cornflower petals, rose petals, sunflower petals

S5046 Mystic Tonic organic   
– Non-Flavoured Blend of Green Tea, Herbs and Spices –
Ingredients: green tea (63 %)*, ginger pieces*,  
liquorice root (10 %)*, lemongrass*, spearmint* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5029 Oolong Orange Flowers  
– Orange Flavoured Oolong Tea with Black Tea –
Ingredients: Oolong tea, black tea (10 %),  
flavourings, orange blossoms

S5060 Oolong Pumpkin Chai   
– Honey, Chocolate and Cinnamon Flavoured Blend of Spices,  
Oolong Tea, Carrot, Almonds, Coconut and White Chocolate Pieces –
Ingredients: Oolong tea (17 %), cinnamon, cocoa beans,   
carrot (11 %), almonds (7 %), cardamom pods, carob fruit, star 
anise, white chocolate pieces (sugar, cocoabutter, whole milk 
 powder, emulsifier: sunflower lecithin) (4 %), flavourings, 
coconut pieces (3 %), coconut chips (3 %), cloves

S5060
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S5024 Sleeping Beauty  
– Blackberry and Raspberry Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, rosebuds,  
flavourings, heath flowers

S5002 Spearmint Morocco Mint  
– Non-Flavoured Blend of Green Tea and Spearmint–
Ingredients: China Gunpowder green tea (90 %),  
spearmint (10 %)

S5010 Strawberry Yoghurt Cream  
– Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings, yoghurt 
crispies (skimmed milk yoghurt, sugar, maltodextrin, 
modified starch E1412, acid: citric acid), strawberry granules 
(glucose syrup, strawberries, fructose, modified starch, 
thickening agent 401)

S5011 Strawberry-Vanilla Juicea®  
– Flavoured Blend of Green Tea, Willow Bark and Fruit Pieces –
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: China Chun Mee green tea (57 %), China Sencha 
green tea (25 %), flavourings, willow bark (6 %), strawberry 
granules (glucose syrup, strawberries, fructose, modified 
starch, thickening agent E401) (4 %)

S5015 Sunny Sencha   
– Strawberry and Lemon Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings, pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), sunflower petals, rose petals

S5006 Vanilla  
– Flavoured Green Tea with Willow Bark –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavouring,  
willow bark (4 %), vanilla pieces

S5039 Redfruit organic    
– Redfruit Flavoured Green Tea –
Ingredients: China Jade Wings green tea*, natural 
 flavourings, strawberry pieces*, raspberry pieces* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S5025 Roccoco  
– Caramel, Vanilla and Coconut Flavoured Blend  
of Black and Green Tea, Coconut Chips, Caramel and Brittle Pieces –
Ingredients: black tea (43 %), China Sencha green tea (36 %), 
coconut chips (8 %), caramel pieces (condensed skimmed 
milk with sugar, sugar, glucose syrup, butterfat, humectant 
sorbitol E420, emulsifier E471), flavourings, brittle pieces 
(sugar, hazelnut pieces, invert sugar) (3 %)

S5013 Royal  
– Boysenberry and Cream Flavoured Green Tea Blend –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (88 %), papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), flavourings, rose petals, peony petals

S5056 Sencha Lemon Decaf  
– Lemon Flavoured Decaffeinated Green Tea Blend –
Ingredients: decaffeinated China Sencha green tea, lemon 
peel, sunflower petals, flavouring, cornflower petals

S5013
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F L A V O U R E D  W H I T E  T E A
A carefully composed, round blend of excellent Chinese white teas is the base for 
our flavoured white teas, which are increasingly popular. The delicacy of the white 
tea allows the high-quality ingredients to unfold their flavour particularly well, pro-
ducing a harmonious blend.

S5035 First Love  
–Violet Flavoured White Tea Blend –
Ingredients: white tea, green tea jasmine,  
rose petals, flavouring

S5034 Julia  
– Raspberry and Grapefruit Flavoured White Tea Blend –
Ingredients: white tea, flavourings, marigold flowers,  
rose petals

S5050 Peach  
– Flavoured Green and White Tea Blend –
Ingredients: white tea, Yin Hao green tea, green lychee tea 
(green tea, flavouring), flavourings, marigold flowers

S5034

        

S5035

S5007 Wild Cherry – Japanese Cherry Blossoms  
– Flavoured Green Tea with Cranberry –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea, flavourings,  
cranberry slices (2 %), rose petals

S5023 Yoghurt Lemon Splash  
– Flavoured Blend of Green Tea,  
Lemon Peel and Yoghurt Crispies –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (81 %), lemon  
peel (8 %), flavourings, yoghurt crispies (skimmed milk 
 yoghurt, sugar, maltodextrin, modified starch E1412,  
acid: citric acid) (4 %), sandy everlasting

S5059 Yuzu Matcha  
– Yuzu, Orange and Spearmint Flavoured Blend  
of Green Tea, Spearmint and Green Tea Matcha –
Ingredients: green tea (88.25 %), spearmint (8 %), 
 flavourings, green tea Matcha (1 %)

S5023
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S5044 Spicy Chocolate  
– Chocolate and Cream Flavoured Blend  
of White Tea, Cocoa Husks and Chili –
Ingredients: white tea (71 %), cocoa husks (20 %),  
chili powder (6 %), flavourings

S5042 Sweet Seduction  
– Raspberry Flavoured Blend of White Tea, Lemon Myrtle and Ginger –
Ingredients: white tea (55 %), lemon myrtle (25 %),  
ginger pieces (15 %), flavourings, raspberry pieces

S5041 White Chocolate  
– Chocolate and Cream Flavoured Blend of White Tea,  
Cocoa Husks and White Chocolate Chips –
Ingredients: white tea (71 %), cocoa husks (15 %), white 
chocolate chips (sugar, cocoa  butter, whole milk powder, 
emulsifier: sunflower lecithin) (10 %), flavourings

S5043 Pomegranate  
– Flavoured White Tea Blend –
Ingredients: white tea, cranberry pieces,  
flavourings, rose petals

S5052 Red Fruit  
– Flavoured Green and White Tea Blend –
Ingredients: white tea (41 %), Yin Hao green tea (30 %), 
green lychee tea (green tea, flavouring) (20 %),  
pink pepper, flavourings, raspberry pieces

S5033 Romeo  
– Mandarin Flavoured Blend of White and Green Tea,  
Fruit Pieces and Flavourings –
Ingredients: white tea (64 %), green lychee tea (green tea, 
flavouring) (20 %), orange wedges with peel (8 %), rosebuds, 
flavourings

S5043

S5041
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61FL AVOURED FRUIT BLENDS

S6026 Berries of the Forest  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, elderberries, 
sweet blackberry leaves, rosehip peel, flavourings, straw-
berry slices, blackberries, raspberries, blueberries

S6023 Black Currant  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, elderberries, rosehip peel, 
black currants, sweet blackberry leaves, currants (currants, 
sunflower oil), flavourings

S6002 Blood Orange    
– Naturally Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, 
orange peel, orange wedges with peel, natural orange 
flavouring, safflowers

F L A V O U R E D  F R U I T  B L E N D S
Our choice blends offer a deliciously fruity treat composed of well-known  domestic 
as well as exotic fruits. Select ingredients and excellent flavourings combine to form 
tasty compositions that can be enjoyed hot or iced, as a delightful refreshment. 

We offer seasonal teas such as Christmas blends in due course – or just ask for them 
at any time. Our homepage contains information about premium fruit blends from 
our Juicea® range with capsulated flavour granules.

Important information for your customers: Always use boiling hot water to prepare 
fruit, herbal and rooibos tea and let it brew for at least five to eight minutes! That is 
the only way to obtain a safe food. 

S6001 Amaretto  
– Almond and Vanilla Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: apple pieces, rosehip peel, hibiscus petals, sliced 
almonds, cranberry slices, currants (currants, sunflower oil), 
flavourings, cornflower petals

S6050 Baked Apple  
– Apple and Cinnamon Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: apple pieces, chicory root roasted, acidifier: 
citric acid, flavourings, sliced almonds, brittle pieces (sugar, 
hazelnut pieces, invert sugar), cinnamon pieces

S6003 Barbados  
– Mango and Strawberry Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, apple pieces, papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), currants (currants, sunflower oil), elderber-
ries, black currants, flavourings, sunflower petals, raspberry 
pieces, strawberry pieces, cornflower petals 

S6002 S6050
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S6008 Dreams of Fruits  
– Strawberry, Kiwi and Passion Fruit Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: elderberries, apple pieces, hibiscus petals, 
 rosehip peel, flavourings, passion fruit granules (glucose 
syrup, passion fruit juice concentrate, apricot pulp,  modified 
starch, thickener E401), kiwi pieces, strawberry pieces, 
sunflower petals, rose petals, cornflower petals, raspberry 
pieces

S6046 Favourite Child organic  
– Non-Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple*, hibiscus petals*, rosehip peel*, sultanas* 
(sultanas*, sunflower oil*), strawberry pieces*, raspberries*   
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6045 Fireside Tea  
– Cinnamon and Orange Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, apple pieces, 
 rooibos, almond pieces, orange wedges with peel, 
 cinnamon, flavourings, vanilla pieces

S6006 Florida Fruit  
– Grenadine and Pineapple Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
rosehip peel, apple pieces, rosehip seeds, orange peel, 
 pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), flavourings,  
cornflower petals, rose petals, sunflower petals

S6027 Forest Fruit Cocktail  
– Raspberry and Blackberry Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, elderberries, apple pieces, 
sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, blackberries, raspber-
ries, strawberry pieces

S6037  Blueberry organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: hibiscus petals*, rosehip peel*, apple pieces*, 
elderberries*, orange peel*, natural flavouring    
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6011 Cherry  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, 
morello cherries, flavourings, rose petals

S6044 Cranberry Sweetie  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: apple pieces, sweet blackberry leaves, hibiscus 
petals, orange peel, rosehip peel, cranberry pieces (sugar, 
cranberries, rice flour, sunflower oil), acidifier: citric acid, 
flavouring, cranberry pieces

S6006
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S6060 Grandmother‘s Garden organic      
– Strawberry and Rhubarb Flavoured  
Fruit Infusion with Barley Malt and Beetroot – 
Ingredients: apple*, hibiscus petals*, rosehip seed*,  
barley malt* (10 %), beetroot* (5 %), rosehip peel*,  
natural flavourings, rhubarb*, strawberry pieces* 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6043 Green Apple  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, carrot pieces, pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), acidifier: citric acid, peach pieces (peach, 
rice flour), flavourings, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar)

S6031 Ice Tea „Thirst Quencher“    
– Passion Fruit and Peach Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: currants (currants, sunflower oil), hibiscus 
petals, rosehip peel, elderberries, flavourings, blueberries, 
cornflower petals, black currants, raspberry pieces

S6010 Kimba  
– Cherry and Banana Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), hibiscus 
petals, banana chips (banana, coconut oil, sugar, flavouring), 
currants (currants, sunflower oil), sweet blackberry leaves, 
flavourings, morello cherries, cranberry slices

S6012 Kir Royal  
– Boysenberry and Red Berries Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
currants (currants, sunflower oil), black currants, flavour-
ings, elderberries, blueberries, raspberry pieces, strawberry 
pieces

S6015 Fruit Basket  
– Raspberry and Red Berries Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, elderberries, 
 rosehip peel, cranberry slices, flavourings, blackberries, 
morello cherries, raspberry pieces

S6019 Fruit Colada   
– Coconut and Pineapple Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, coco-
nut chips, pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), flavourings

S6051 Ginger-Lemon organic     
– Naturally Flavoured Fruit and Herbal Infusion – 
Ingredients: ginger pieces*, apple pieces*, rosehip peel*, 
lemon verbena*, hibiscus petals*, lemon peel*, flavouring 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6015 S6051
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S6013 Mango  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), currants 
(currants, sunflower oil), hibiscus petals, papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), flavourings, sunflower petals

S6059 Maracuja Cheesecake  
– Maracuja and Cheesecake Flavoured  
Fruit and Herb Blend with Brittle Pieces – 
Ingredients: apple, rosehip seed, white hibiscus petals, 
sweet blackberry leaves, liquorice root, lemon myrtle, 
flavourings, lemon peel, brittle pieces (4 %) (sugar, hazelnut, 
invert sugar), sunflower petals

S6014 Maracuja-Orange  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, orange peel, hibiscus petals, 
 flavourings, passion fruit granules (glucose syrup, pas-
sion fruit juice concentrate, apricot pulp, modified starch, 
thickener E401)

S6052 Orange organic    
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces*, rosehip peel*, hibiscus petals*, 
orange peel*, apple pomace*, acidifier: citric acid,  
marigold flowers*, natural orange flavourings 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6041 Passion Juicea®  
– Tropical Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: apple pieces, rosehip peel, natural flavourings, 
beetroot, hibiscus petals, sweet blackberry leaves, pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), passion fruit granules (glucose 
syrup, passion fruit juice concentrate, apricot pulp, modified 
starch, thickener E401)

S6029 Lemon  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, rosehip peel, lemon peel, orange 
peel, lemongrass, acidifier: citric acid, flavourings

S6048  Lemon Sherbet    
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, sweet blackberry leaves, white 
hibiscus petals, lemongrass, lemon granules (glucose syrup, 
concentrated lemon juice, sugared apricots, modified 
starch, thickening agent E401, flavouring), flavourings,  
sandy everlasting

S6047 Lemon Smoothie  
– Naturally Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, white hibiscus petals, sweet 
blackberry leaves, natural flavouring, rose petals

S6024 Limonello Juicea®  
– Lemon Flavoured Fruit and Herb Blend – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: lemongrass, lemon peel, apple, apple pomace, 
sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, acidifier: citric acid 

S6059
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S6004 Strawberry Cream  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, apple pieces, 
sweet blackberry leaves, orange peel, strawberry slices, 
flavourings

S6017 Strawberry Fields Juicea®  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, orange peel, apple 
pomace, flavourings, sweet blackberry leaves, strawberry 
granules (glucose syrup, strawberries, fructose, modified 
starch, thickening agent E401), acidifier: citric acid, safflowers

S6005 Strawberry-Kiwi  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion –
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, apple pieces, elderberries, 
 rosehip peel, flavourings, kiwi pieces, strawberry pieces

S6018 Peach  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus petals, mango pieces 
(mango, sugar), papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), flavourings, 
sunflower petals

S6009 Raspberry Juicea®  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, apple pieces, 
sweet blackberry leaves, flavourings, orange peel, raspberry 
pieces, apple pomace, acidifier: citric acid

S6021 Red Fruit Cocktail  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, elderberries, currants (currants, 
sunflower oil), black currants, flavourings

S6039 Sea Buckthorn  
– Naturally Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, rosehip peel, hibiscus petals, 
lemongrass, natural flavouring, sea buckthorn berries, 
wolfberries

S6021

S6009 S6017
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S6007 Turkish Apple Juicea®  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: apple pieces, apple pomace, sweet blackberry 
leaves, acidifier: citric acid, flavouring

S6025 Vanilla-Cream  
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, rosehip peel, hibiscus petals, 
flavourings, vanilla pieces

S6042 Wild Berries    
– Strawberry and Raspberry Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
elderberries, pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), hibiscus 
petals, beetroot, sunflower petals, blackberries, raspberries, 
flavourings

S6028 Wild Cherry   
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, apple pieces, 
orange peel, flavourings, cranberry slices, morello cherries

S9030 Winter Blend Firelight  
– Almond and Cinnamon Flavoured Fruit and Spice Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, orange peel, hibiscus petals, 
sweet blackberry leaves, sliced almonds, cloves, ginger, 
fennel seeds, coconut chips, cinnamon pieces, aniseed, 
flavourings

S6058 Superfruit Experience      
– Acai and Strawberry Flavoured  
Fruit Infusion with Beetroot – 
Ingredients: elderberries, hibiscus petals, rosehip peel, 
 beetroot (10 %), sweet blackberry leaves, natural flavour-
ings, goji berries, strawberry pieces, acai powder

S6049 Sweet Roasted Almonds   
– Flavoured Fruit Infusion – 
Ingredients: apple pieces, almonds, beetroot, cinnamon 
pieces, rosehip peel, flavouring

S6061 Tropical Tango organic      
– Pineapple, Melon and Mango  
Flavoured Fruit Infusion with Herbs and Carrot– 
Ingredients: apple*, carrot* (15 %), ginger*, liquorice root*, 
hibiscus petals*, chicory root roasted*, orange peel*, natural 
flavourings, marigold flowers*, mango pieces*, pineapple 
pieces* (pineapple*, rice flour*). 
(* ingredients from organic production)

S6028S6042

S9030
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69ROOIBOS & HONEYBUSH

S7091 Green Rooibos organic   
This unfermented variety is an alternative to the classic 
rooibos. It is slightly fruity and distinctly milder than the 
“red” rooibos.

S7081 Honeybush Original organic   
The pure honeybush from the southeastern part of South 
Africa. The delicate branches, needlelike leaves and yellow 
blossoms are harvested. Full-bodied with a fine fruity and 
honey-like taste.

S7012 Almond Cream  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, almond chips, flavourings

S7093 Banana Cupcake  
– Banana and Cupcake Flavoured Herb and Fruit Blend  
with Almonds, Brittle  and Caramel Pieces –
Ingredients: rooibos, apple, liquorice root, cocoa beans, 
 almonds (4 %), brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnut, invert 
sugar) (4 %), caramel pieces (sugar, glucose syrup) (4 %), 
banana chips (banana, coconut oil, sugar, flavouring) (4 %), 
 flavourings, marigold flowers. 
Contains liquorice – people suffering from hypertension 
should avoid excessive consumption.

ROOIBOS & HONEYBUSH  
Specialities from South Africa
Rooibos is the popular national drink of South Africa. It is caffeine-free, full of fla-
vour and rich in minerals and vitamins. Its natural sweetness makes it a real pleas-
ure in both its plain and flavoured varieties. Rooibos grows only in the South African 
Cape region and is harvested between January and May. 

As soon as the picked “brooms” are cut and pressed and the juice seeps out, natu-
ral fermentation sets in. Rooibos (red bush) acquires its characteristic red colour 
and full flavour during fermentation. To produce green rooibos this fermentation is 
stopped. Green rooibos is much lighter in taste than fermented rooibos.

The honeybush (cyclopia intermedia) grows in the Eastern Cape region of South 
Africa, in the Cederberg mountains. It produces a tea that is caffeine-free and rich 
in minerals and vitamins, much like rooibos. Compared with rooibos, honeybush is 
generally perceived as more full-bodied. Its fruity, sweetish and honey-like taste is 
becoming increasingly popular. We offer seasonal teas such as Christmas blends in 
due course – or just ask for them at any time. 

Our homepage contains information about premium rooibos teas with capsulated 
flavour granules in our Juicea® range.

Important information for your customers: Always use boiling hot water to prepare 
fruit, herbal and rooibos tea and let it brew for at least five to eight minutes! That is 
the only way to obtain a safe food.

S7001 Rooibos Original  
A typical rooibos with a glowing, red brown cup and soft, 
earthy and slightly sweetish note.

S7002 Rooibos Original organic   
This non-flavoured rooibos is from organic production.

S7093
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S7023 Exotic  
– Exotic Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, shredded coconut, flavourings, orange 
peel, raspberry pieces, blackberry leaves, cornflower petals

S7025 Feel Relaxed Juicea®  
– Orange and Vanilla Flavoured Blend of Rooibos and Herbs –
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: rooibos (68 %), lemon balm,  
flavourings,  sunflower petals

S7017 Flower Dance  
– Strawberry and Vanilla Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings, sunflower petals,  
rose petals, cornflower petals

S7082 Ginger Honey  
– Honey Flavoured Blend of Rooibos and Spices –
Ingredients: rooibos (67 %), ginger pieces (25 %), flavouring, 
pollen (safflower, marigold, rose), marigold flowers

S7015 Herbal Kitchen     
– Non-Flavoured Blend of Rooibos and Herbs –
Ingredients: rooibos, fennel seeds, liquorice root, lemon 
verbena, peppermint, blackberry leaves, cinnamon pieces

S7005 Blood Orange  
– Naturally Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, orange peel, natural orange flavouring, 
safflowers

S7021 Blueberry Muffin  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, mallow blossoms,  flavourings 

S7006 Bourbon Vanilla  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings, vanilla pieces 

S7010 Caramel Cream  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, caramel pieces (condensed skimmed 
milk with sugar, sugar, glucose syrup, butterfat, humectant 
sorbitol E420, emulsifier E471), flavourings

S7011 Cherry Cream  
– Cherry and Cream Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, pink heath flowers, flavouring,  
pink rose petals

S7019 Chocolate Mint organic     
– Chocolate and Mint Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos*, cocoa husks*, flavourings, spearmint*   
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7020 Colada   
– Pineapple and Coconut Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
 coconut chips, flavourings, sunflower petals, cornflower petals

S7014 Earl Grey  
– Bergamot Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings

S7023
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S7016 Orange Quince organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos*, orange peel*,  
sunflower petals*, flavourings 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7008 Peach  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings, marigold flowers

S7095 Peanut Butter    
– Honey and Peanut Flavoured Blend of Apple  
and Rooibos with Almonds, Brittle Pieces and Coconut –
Ingredients: apple (38 %), rooibos (28 %), almonds (10 %), 
brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnut, invert sugar) (8 %), sweet 
blackberry leaves, coconut (5 %), flavourings

S7095

      

S7021

S7080 Kalahari organic    
– Orange Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos (85 %)*, lemongrass (10 %)*,  
natural orange flavouring, sunflower petals* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7066 Latte Matiato  
– Chocolate and Tiramisu Flavoured Blend of Rooibos and Mate –
Ingredients: rooibos (61 %), roasted mate (20 %), chocolate 
chips (sugar, cocoa, emulsifier soya lecithin), cocoa beans, 
flavourings, shredded coconut

S7007 Lemon organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos*, lemon myrtle*, lemon peel*, 
 flavourings*, lemongrass*, spearmint* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7075 Malaika  
– Tropical Flavoured Blend of Honeybush and Fruits –
Ingredients: honeybush (62 %), elderberries (14 %), rosehip 
peel (10 %), flavourings, kiwi pieces, strawberry pieces, 
passion fruit granules (glucose syrup, passion fruit juice 
concentrate, apricot pulp, modified starch, thickener E401), 
raspberries, cornflower petals, rose petals, sunflower petals

S7028 Mirabelle Cream   
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: green rooibos, sunflower petals, flavourings

S7026 Orange organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos*, orange peel*,  
natural orange flavouring 
(* Ingredients from organic production)
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S7013 Spicy Rooibos   
– Orange Flavoured Blend of Rooibos and Spices –
Ingredients: rooibos (78 %), cardamom seeds, cinnamon 
pieces, cardamom pods, pink pepper, cloves, flavourings, 
vanilla pieces

S7076 Spirit of Africa  
– Grapefruit and Red Berries Flavoured Honeybush –
Ingredients: honeybush, papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
flavourings, safflowers

S7009 Strawberry Cream  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings, strawberry slices

S7065 Toffee Time  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, cocoa husks, toffee pieces (condensed 
skimmed milk with sugar, sugar, glucose syrup, butterfat, 
humectant sorbitol E420, emulsifier E471), brittle pieces 
(sugar, hazelnut pieces, invert sugar), flavourings

S7063 Vanilla organic    
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos*, flavouring 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S9021 Winter Romance  
– Apple, Cinnamon and Chocolate Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos (70 %), coconut chips roasted (coconut, 
sugar), chocolate chips (sugar, cocoa, emulsifier soya leci-
thin), cinnamon pieces, flavourings, apple pieces,  
juniper berries, safflowers

S7064 Pomegranate   
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavourings, cranberry slices,  
rose petals, mallow blossoms, pomegranate seeds

S7071 Red Fruit Cocktail  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos (82 %), hibiscus petals (8 %), 
 flavourings, rose petals, red currants, raspberry pieces, 
strawberry pieces, blackberries

S7022 Rhubarb Cream  
– Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, flavouring, rhubarb pieces

S7029 Rising Sun  
– Strawberry and Vanilla Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: green rooibos, flavourings, strawberry fruit 
granules (glucose syrup, strawberries, fructose, modified 
starch, thickening agent E401), sunflower petals

S7004 Samurai  
– Orange, Vanilla and Cinnamon Flavoured Blend  
of Rooibos and Black Tea –
Ingredients: rooibos (48 %), black tea (48 %),  
flavourings, sunflower petals, safflowers

S7027 Serengeti  
– Tropical Flavoured Rooibos Blend –
Ingredients: green rooibos, papaya flakes,  
flavourings, safflowers

S7077 Spice Bazaar – Chai Tea organic    
– Naturally Flavoured Blend of Spices and Rooibos –
Ingredients: ginger (35 %)*, rooibos (33 %)*,  
cinnamon (8 %)*, liquorice root (8 %)*, black pepper (4 %)*, 
cinnamon (4 %)*, flavourings, cardamom pods*,  
rose petals*, marigold flowers* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)
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S7040 Feel Well Balanced Juicea®  
– Honey and Caramel Flavoured Herbal Blend –
A premium tea from our Juicea® range with capsulated 
flavour granules. 
Ingredients: rooibos, camomile, honeybush, lemon balm, 
fennel seeds, lemongrass, flavourings, ginseng root

S7036 Fitness  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos, lemon balm, blackberry leaves, lemon 
verbena, liquorice root, lemongrass, sunflower petals, 
cornflower petals

S7034 Flower Dance  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: blackberry leaves, raspberry leaves, rosehip 
peel, orange peel, sunflower petals, rose petals, sage leaves, 
lavender flowers

H E R B A L  B L E N D S 
Whether plain, flavoured or mixed with Ayurvedic spices, our herbal blends are an in-
dulgence for the whole family, wherever, whenever and however you like it. 

Important information for your customers: Always use boiling hot water to prepare 
fruit, herbal and rooibos tea, and let it brew for at least five to eight minutes! This is 
the only way to obtain a safe food. 

Please visit our homepage for information about premium herbal infusions with cap-
sulated flavour granules in our Juicea® range.

S7037 Balance organic    
– Fennel Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: fennel seeds*, aniseed*, lemongrass*,  
lavender flowers*, hibiscus flowers*, natural flavouring 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7067 Chocolate Apple organic    
– Apple Flavoured Herb and Fruit Blend –
Ingredients: cocoa husks*, apple pieces*, cinnamon  
pieces*, spearmint*, rosehip peel*,  flavouring 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7068 Chocolate Mint organic  
– Non-Flavoured Cocoa Husks and Peppermint Blend –
Ingredients: cocoa husks (50 %)*, peppermint (50 %)* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7036
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S7035

S7035 Hurricane  
– Anise Flavoured Herb and Fruit Blend –
Ingredients: blackberry leaves, aniseed, fennel seeds, apple 
pieces, elderberries, rosehip peel, hibiscus flowers, sun-
flower petals, marigold flowers, flavouring

S7032 Ice Breaker  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: hibiscus flowers, rosehip seeds, peppermint, 
rosehip peel, lemongrass, sweet blackberry leaves, black-
berry leaves

S7041 Lust for Life organic   
– Non-Flavoured Fruit and Herb Blend –
Ingredients: hibiscus flowers (37 %) *, liquorice root (35 %) *, 
peppermint*, raspberry leaves*, cloves*, cinnamon pieces*, 
cardamom seeds*,  black pepper*, ginger pieces*,  
marigold flowers*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Contains liquorice root – people suffering from hyperten-
sion should avoid excessive consumption of this product.

S7038 Ginger Lemon Mix organic    
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: ginger pieces*, lemongrass*, lemon peel*, liquo-
rice root*, spearmint*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Contains liquorice – people suffering from hypertension 
should avoid excessive consumption of this product.

S7079 Harmony in Balance organic   
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: cinnamon*, fennel seeds*, coriander*, green 
rooibos*, orange peel*, liquorice root*, aniseed*, black pep-
per*, cardamom pods*, cloves*, sunflower petals*   
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7015 Herbal Kitchen  
– Non-Flavoured Rooibos and Herb Blend –
Ingredients: rooibos (60 %), fennel seeds, liquorice root, 
lemon verbena, peppermint, blackberry leaves,  
cinnamon pieces

S7041
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S7049

S7049 Sweet and Spicy organic    
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: aniseed*, liquorice root*, fennel seeds,* 
 cardamom seeds*, black pepper*, cinnamon*, ginger  
pieces*, cloves*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Contains liquorice root – people suffering from hyperten-
sion should avoid excessive consumption of this product.

S7094 Three Gingers and a Carrot organic      
– Ginger Flavoured Herbal Blend  
with Carrot and Beetroot–
Ingredients: carrot* (31.5 %), ginger*, liquorice root*,  
chicory root roasted*, beetroot* (6 %), curcuma root*, 
 sunflower petals*, black pepper*, galangal root*,  
flavourings   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Contains liquorice root – people suffering from hyperten-
sion should avoid excessive consumption of this product. 

S7044 Vitality organic  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: cocoa husks*, liquorice root*, fennel seeds*, 
mate*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Contains liquorice root – people suffering from hyperten-
sion should avoid excessive consumption of this product.

S7046 Pure Energy  
– Pineapple and Peach Flavoured Blend of Green Tea,  
Ginger, Pineapple and Ginseng Root –
Ingredients: China Sencha green tea (82 %), ginger pieces (5 %),  
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar) (5 %), ginseng root (4.5 %), 
flavourings

S7042 Pure Health - Lapacho   
– Apple and Cinnamon Flavoured Herb and Fruit Blend –
Ingredients: lapacho, apple pieces, flavourings 
Preparation: Put 2 tbs of tea in 1 liter of boiling water,  
let simmer for 5 min., then let steep for 15 min.

S7045 Pure Relaxing   
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: lemon balm, orange blossoms, sweet 
 blackberry leaves, raspberry leaves, liquorice root, 
 cardamom pods, fennel seeds, aniseed

S7047 Simply Beautiful organic  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend with Pu Erh Tea –
Ingredients: rosemary*, nettle leaves*, rosehip peel*, rooi-
bos*, lavender flowers*, ginger pieces*, Pu Erh tea - specially 
fermented tea* (5 %), mate*, fennel seeds*, liquorice root*, 
cinnamon*, black pepper*, cardamom pods*, cloves* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S7031 Sundown  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: lemon balm, peppermint, blackberry leaves, 
lemongrass, camomile, lavender flowers, rose petals, orange 
blossoms, heath flowers 



S7090 Well-Being organic  
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: aniseed*, fennel seeds sweet*, orange peel*, 
lemon verbena*, liquorice root*, peppermint*, spearmint*, 
camomile*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

S7078 Wide Awake Breakfeast Tea organic   
– Non-Flavoured Herbal Blend –
Ingredients: mate*, hibiscus flowers*, rosemary*, fennel 
seeds*, lemongrass*, liquorice root*, blackberry leaves*, 
lemon verbena*, rosehip peel*, aniseed*, cornflower petals*   
(* Ingredients from organic production)

S9030 Winter Blend Firelight  
– Marzipan and Cinnamon Flavoured Fruit, Herb and Spice Blend –
Ingredients: apple pieces, orange peel, sweet blackberry 
leaves, hibiscus flowers, almonds, cloves, ginger, fennel seeds, 
aniseed, cinnamon pieces, coconut chips, flavourings

S7033 Witches‘ Blend  
– Non-Flavoured Fruit and Herb Blend –
Ingredients: hibiscus flowers, orange peel, apple pieces, 
 peppermint, blackberry leaves, sunflower petals

S7048 Yoga Chai organic   
– Non-Flavoured Spice Blend –
Ingredients: cinnamon pieces*, ginger pieces*, cardamom 
seeds*, cloves*, black pepper*   (* Ingredients from organic production)

Preparation: Put 1 to 2 tbs of Yoga Tea into 500 ml of water 
and boil for 20 min. Add 500 ml of milk. If desired, sweeten 
with honey.

    

S9030
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S7062 Mate Honey  
– Honey Flavoured Mate –
Ingredients: mate, flavouring

S7069 Mate Chai  
– Cinnamon and Ginger Flavoured Mate and Spice Blend –
Ingredients: mate green, cinnamon pieces, ginger pieces, 
cardamom pods, cardamom seeds, vanilla, flavourings

S7070 Mate Roasted Chai  
– Cinnamon and Ginger Flavoured Roasted Mate and Spice Blend – 
Ingredients: mate roasted, cinnamon pieces, ginger pieces, 
cardamom pods, cardamom seeds, vanilla, flavourings

S7087 Mate Lemon & Lime organic    
– Lemon and Lime Flavoured Mate,  
Herb and Fruit Blend –
Ingredients: mate green (34 %)*, apple pomace (16 %)*, 
lemongrass (15 %)*, liquorice root*, lemon peel*,  
flavourings, acidifier: citric acid, lime pieces*,  
lemon myrtle*, sunflower petals* 
(* Ingredients from organic production)

L A P A C H O
This ‘tea’ is obtained from the inner bark of the South American Red Lapacho tree. 
Properly prepared, the pleasant flavour is slightly reminiscent of vanilla. Lapacho tea 
should be enjoyed lukewarm or cold. 

Preparation: Put 1 to 2 tbs of Lapacho bark into one litre of cold water. Bring to a boil, 
simmer for five min. and allow to brew for another 10 to 15 min.

S7059 Lapacho  

H E R B S

S7054 Camomile Blossoms, whole  

S7051 Fennel Seeds  

S7053 Hibiscus Flowers  

S7056 Lemon Balm, cut organic  

S7058 Lemongrass, cut  

S7057 Peppermint, cut  

S7052 Rosehip Peel  

S7083 Spearmint / Crisped Mint  

S7050 Stinging Nettle Leaves  

 

M A T E
Mate, the Argentinian national drink, is becoming ever more popular. It is produced 
from the leaves of yerba mate, ilex paraguariensis. Mate is often an ingredient in 
fasting teas. Traditionally, it is prepared in a calabash gourd and drunk through a 
metal straw, a bombilla. Mate leaves can be brewed several times with boiling hot 
water.

S7060 Mate Green  

S7061 Mate Roasted  
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P E R M A N E N T  Q U A L I T Y  A S S U R A N C E

■■ Highest quality standards: analysis by the accredited 
SGS Institut Fresenius laboratory

■■ Extensive certifications: Fairtrade, Organic,  
UTZ Certified, HACCP, Kosher, etc.

■■ Own control mechanisms and audits

■■ Complete quality control from raw materials  
through to production and shipment

D E V E L O P M E N T  &  P R O D U C T I O N

■■ Enriching refinements and development of new pro-
ducts – also in close cooperation with our  
customers 

■■ Own production and processing of herbs and fruits

■■ Production of the finest blends

■■ Unique expertise in flavouring

P A C K A G E D  T E A S  &  P R I V A T E - L A B E L

■■ Development of optimal packaging formats  
for premium teas 

■■ Customised packaging solutions  
for specified minimum purchase quantities

■■ From a single source: everything from blending  
to the finished package on the shelf

G R E A T  P R O D U C T  V A R I E T Y

■■ Classic and flavoured black and green teas,  
white teas, Oolongs, rooibos, mate,  
herbal and fruit infusions

■■ Extracts, instant mixes, ready-to-drink concepts

■■ Decaffeinated teas 

■■ Organic teas and other certified products 

■■ Tea specialities
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Hälssen & Lyon GmbH 
Pickhuben 9 
D-20457 Hamburg 
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Ust.Id.Nr.: DE 118560028

Control N°: DE-HH-003-00436-BCD-00175, 
certified according to Öko-Verordnung (EG) N° 834/2007 
Code N° DE-ÖKO-003

Controlling body: Lacon GmbH, Offenburg

Sales only to retailers and commercial traders.

For all contracts only our latest general sales and delivery conditions apply. Upon request  
we will provide you with a free of charge copy of our general sales and delivery conditions.

The catalogue is valid from September 2016.

Contact:
phone:  +49 (0) 40-36 14 3-0 
fax:  +49 (0) 40-36 14 3-117 
email:  katalog@haelssen-lyon.de 
web:   www.haelssen-lyon.de 
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Cover, corporate, section sheets:  
Martin Zitzlaff Photography, www.zitzlaff.com
page 6: private archive Hälssen & Lyon
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Conditions of sale, delivery and payment 
Please note the General Conditions of Sale and Delivery on page 82.

Packaging: 
Flavour-sealed bags of 1 kg

Minimum order quantity: 
2 kg per variety

Prices: 
Per kg, without engagement, duty-paid, plus VAT where applicable.

Taking back or removing of empties and packaging material is not included in the price.

Minimum order value: 
Euro 150.00 (net value of goods). 
We reserve the right to charge an additional handling fee of Euro 10.00  
for orders under Euro 100.00.

Delivery conditions: 
Inside Germany: Free delivery of goods of a net value above Euro 150.00. 
Euro 7.50 per packet for orders under that value. 
EU and Non-EU countries: Please enquire about our separate conditions.

Delivery time: 
In general, goods are dispatched within three working days.

Payment conditions: 
Inside Germany: Within 21 days after invoice, no discount;  
within 8 days after invoice 2 % discount. 
EU and Non-EU countries: Advance payment

Please note our separate delivery and payment conditions for first orders.

Quantity discounts:
5 %  for orders of  50 – 99 kg 
10 %  for orders of  100 – 199 kg 
15 %  for orders of  200 – 299 kg 
20 %  for orders of  more than 300 kg
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General Conditions of Sale and Delivery / January 2014

1.  General Provisions
1.1 The following General Conditions of Sale and Delivery (hereinafter called “COD”) shall apply to all commercial 

contracts with our customers (hereinafter called “Buyer”). We do not accept any deviating, conflicting or 
additional general terms and conditions provided by the Buyer, in particular not by silence or unconditional 
performance of the contract.

1.2 These COD shall apply only if the Buyer is an entrepreneur (Sec. 14 German Civil Code (BGB)), a governmental 
entity or forms a special governmental estate. The COD currently in force shall govern all future sales con-
tracts between the Parties without us having to expressly refer to them each time. We will inform the Buyer 
without undue delay of any modifications to the COD. 

1.3 Individually negotiated agreements (including side agreements, additional agreements and modifications) 
take precedence over these COD. The content of such agreements is determined by our written confirmation.

2. Contract Formation
2.1 All offers are made without obligation and subject to prior sale unless expressly agreed otherwise. 
2.2 Purchase Orders are accepted by our issuing of an invoice or a written order confirmation. The Buyer is 

deemed to have agreed to our COD by accepting delivery of the goods. 

3. Delivery
3.1 Unless agreed otherwise, we shall provide for any import licence or import declaration necessary to import 

the goods into the European Union.
3.2 Our goods are natural products whose weight may change during transport due to external influences like 

humidity. The weight indicated by us upon conclusion of the contract shall be determined by the weight of 
the goods upon leaving the warehouse. In case of deviations of less than 5% in either direction that are caused 
during the subsequent transport, any claims by the Buyer under Clause 6. below shall be excluded.

4. Terms of Delivery and Default in Delivery
4.1 The delivery time will be individually agreed upon or indicated by us upon acceptance of the order, respec-

tively. The indication of a delivery date is conditional on the Buyer’s cooperation due under these COD (e.g. 
timely receipt of permits). 

4.2 If we are unable to comply with a binding delivery time for reasons not attributable to us (unavailability of 
performance, “Nichtverfügbarkeit der Leistung”), we will inform the Buyer without undue delay and notify 
him of the expected new delivery date. If we remain unable to deliver within the new delivery time, we may 
cancel the contract in part or as a whole; in this case we will refund the Buyer without undue delay any consid-
eration already paid. Performance shall deemed to be unavailable in the sense of sentence 1 of this sub-clause 
in particular if our supplier does not deliver the products in time and (i) we have entered into a supply contract 
covering the respective delivery (“kongruentes Deckungsgeschäft”), whereas neither we nor our supplier can 
be held responsible for the delay (“vertreten müssen”) or (ii) we are not obliged to deliver the goods in the 
individual case. 

4.3 If, after conclusion of the contract, it becomes apparent that the Buyer cannot sufficiently warrant for his 
solvency, thus putting our payment claim at risk (e.g. in case of a request for the opening of insolvency pro-
ceedings), we may refuse to deliver until the Buyer either has paid the purchase price or provided for security 
(Section 321 BGB, German Civil Code). If neither the payment nor the provision of security is effected within 
12 days upon request, we may cancel the contract.

4.4 Unless stated otherwise in the following, we are in default with the delivery in accordance with the appli-
cable statutory law. However, the Buyer shall always send a reminder. If we are in default, the Buyer may 
claim a lump sum compensation amounting to 0.5% of the net price of the goods not delivered per complete 

calendar week, however, max. 5% of the net price of the goods not delivered. We reserve the right to provide 
evidence that the Buyer did not suffer any damage at all or only a considerably lower damage.

4.5 In case of default, the Buyer shall, upon request, notify us within a reasonable time if he insists on the delivery 
or intends to cancel the contract. The Buyer may cancel the contract in case of default in delivery only in ac-
cordance with Clause 7.4 below.

5. Passage of Risk, Default of Acceptance
5.1 Delivery shall be ex warehouse which shall also be the place of performance. Unless agreed otherwise, we 

may determine the transport modifications (in particular the carrier, shipping method and packaging).
5.2 If the Buyer is in default of acceptance, fails to perform an act of cooperation or intentionally or negligently 

causes a delay in delivery, we are entitled to claim compensation for the resulting damage including any ad-
ditional expenses (e.g. storage costs). For this purpose, we may claim a lump sum compensation amounting 
to 0.5% of the net price of the goods not deliverable per complete calendar week, beginning with the agreed 
delivery date or - in the absence of such - with the announcement that the goods are ready for dispatch, 
however, max. 10% of the net price of the goods not deliverable in case of final non-acceptance of delivery. 
We reserve the right to provide evidence of higher damages and make further statutory claims; however, the 
lump sum compensation paid in accordance with sub-clause 5.2 will be deducted from any further payment 
claims.

5.3 We may deliver and invoice partial deliveries if the same can reasonably be expected to be accepted by the Buyer.

6 Warranty Rights
6.1 As regards the Buyer’s rights in case the delivered goods are defective, the applicable statutory law shall ap-

ply, unless stated otherwise in the following.
6.2 We warrant that the goods comply with the applicable European law, provided that we were informed that 

the goods are intended to be sold on the European market. In all other cases, the goods shall comply with the 
quality agreed between the parties.

6.3 If a defect does not or only immaterially impair the value of the goods and the fitness for their purpose, the 
Buyer’s warranty rights shall be excluded. 

6.4 The Buyer’s statutory duty to examine and give notification of any defects set out in Section 377 HGB (Ger-
man Commercial Code) applies. The Buyer has to notify us of any defects without undue delay and in writing. 
A notification will be deemed timely if the Buyer notifies us within two weeks after discovery, the timely 
dispatch of the notification being sufficient. Notwithstanding the above, the Buyer shall notify us of any 
apparent defects (including delivery of wrong items and delivery of wrong quantity) within two weeks after 
delivery, the timely dispatch of the notification being sufficient. If the Buyer fails to examine the goods or 
notify us of a defect in time, our liability for the relevant defect is excluded.

6.5 We shall be entitled to make any subsequent performance conditional on the full payment of the contract 
price. The Buyer may, however, retain a portion of the contract price appropriate in relation to the defect.

6.6 The Buyer shall give us the time and opportunity required to cure any defects. In particular, the Buyer shall, 
upon request, provide us with a sample of the defective goods for inspection purposes. In case of a replace-
ment delivery the Buyer shall be obliged to return the defective delivery in accordance with the applicable 
statutory law.

6.7 We shall bear the costs necessary for inspection and subsequent performance only if the goods are defective. 
However, if the Buyer’s warranty claim is not justified, we are entitled to claim compensation for the resulting 
costs.

6.8 The Buyer may claim damages or reimbursement of expenses only in accordance with Clause 8 below. 
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7 Liability
7.1 Unless otherwise provided for in these COD, our liability for the breach of any obligation shall be governed by 

the applicable statutory law.
7.2 We are liable to the Buyer only for damage caused by intent or gross negligence. In case of simple negligence, 

our liability is limited to 
(a)  damage claims due to harm done to a person’s life, body or health,
(b)  damage claims due to the breach of a material contractual duty (“wesentliche Vertragspflicht”), mean ing a 

duty the discharge of which allows the proper performance of the contract in the first place and on the fulfil-
ment of which the Buyer can regularly rely; in this case, however, our liability is limited to the foreseeable and 
typical damage.

7.3 The restrictions of liability named in sub-clause 7.2 shall not apply if we intentionally did not disclose a known 
defect of the goods or assumed a guarantee for their quality. The same applies to claims raised under the 
German Product Liability Act (Produkthaftungsgesetz).

7.4 In case of a breach of duty that does not constitute a defect, the Buyer may only cancel the contract in case of 
intent or negligence (“vertreten müssen”). In all other cases, statutory law applies.

7.5 As far as our liability is excluded or limited, this shall also apply to the personal liability of our employees, 
agents and other persons assigned by us to perform our obligations.

8. Retention of Title
8.1 Property in the goods shall not pass to Buyer until we have received full payment of the purchase price and 

any other payments due under the contract or an on-going business relationship with the Buyer.
8.2 The goods subject to retention of title may not be pledged nor assigned as security to third parties until all 

payments secured under sub-clause 1 are settled. The Buyer shall inform us without undue delay and in writ-
ing of any attachment by third parties to the goods and its extent.

8.3 In case the Buyer breaches his obligations under the contract, in particular if he is in default, we may cancel 
the contract and demand return of the goods after having set a reasonable deadline for the Buyer to perform 
his obligations; however, the statutory provisions concerning the dispensability of setting a deadline shall 
remain unaffected. 

8.4 The Buyer shall be entitled to resell and/or process the goods subject to retention of title in the ordinary 
course of his business, in accordance with the following provisions:

(a)  In case the goods subject to retention of title are processed, combined or mixed with other goods, retention 
of title shall apply to the newly created goods, whereas we shall be deemed to be the manufacturer of these 
goods. In case property rights of third parties have not lapsed in the course of processing, combining or mix-
ing the goods, we shall have a co-ownership share corresponding to the invoice value of the goods originally 
delivered by us. With regard to the newly created goods, the provisions of this clause 7. shall apply correspond-
ingly.

(b)  The Buyer hereby assigns to us as security any payment claims resulting from the resale of the delivered 
goods or the newly created goods subject to retention of title in full or in part corresponding to our co-own-
ership share in accordance with the sub-clause (a). We accept such assignment. The duties of the Buyer under 
clause 8.2. shall also apply to the assigned claims.

(c)  The Buyer shall remain authorized to collect the claims beside ourselves. We shall not collect the claims as 
long as the Buyer meets his payment obligations, is not in default, no application for the opening of insolven-
cy proceedings has been filed and there is no other deficiency in his performance. If such is the case, however, 
we may request that the Buyer provides us with a list of all goods still subject to retention of title, including 
those that have been processed, discloses the assigned claims and their debtors, provides all details required 
for the collection, hands over all related documents and notifies the debtors of the assignment.

(d)  If the realizable value of our securities exceeds our claims by more than 10 %, we shall release securities of our 
choice upon request of the Buyer.

(e) We are entitled to withdraw the Buyer’s right to process and/or sell the goods subject to retention of title 
within the ordinary course of his business in case of default or the application for the opening of insolvency 
proceedings is filed.

(f)  Retention of title shall remain effective even if some of our claims are included in a current account the bal-
ance of which has been established and acknowledged.

8.5 The Buyer shall store the goods subject to retention of title and insure them against fire and water damage, 
theft as well other risks of damage at his own expense. The Buyer hereby assigns to us the respective claims 
for compensation against insurance companies or other parties liable for any damages in the amount of our 
claims. We accept such assignment.

9. Prices
9.1 Unless agreed otherwise, our prices valid on the date of the conclusion of the contract shall apply. These 

prices are ex work and plus VAT applicable upon delivery. 
9.2 The Buyer shall bear the costs of any customs duties, taxes, fees or other public charges.
9.3 Disposal or taking back of empties and any kind of packaging material is not included in the price.

10. Payment Terms
10.1 Unless agreed otherwise, payments shall be due 14 days after receipt of an invoice and delivery of the goods. 

If the Buyer fails to meet this deadline, he shall be in default in accordance with the applicable statutory law.
10.2 If payment by bill of exchange has been agreed, all expenses including any collection charges and other costs 

like bill stamps (“Wechselstempel”) shall be on the Buyer’s account. Cheques and/or bills of exchange will be 
accepted only as conditional payment and shall not be considered payment until after receipt of the equiva-
lent sum.

10.3 The Buyer shall have the right of set off or retention only in relation to counter claims which are undisputed 
or have been confirmed by a final court judgment.

11 Limitation Period
11.1 Notwithstanding Section 438 para. 1 No. 3 BGB (German Civil Code), warranty claims shall be time-barred 

after 1 year of the passage of risk.
11.2 The limitation period named in sub-clause 1 shall apply accordingly to any contractual or non-contractual 

damage claims based on a defect of the goods unless in the individual case the application of the limitation 
periods provided by law result in a longer limitation period. In all other cases of damage claims covered by 
clause 7. the statutory limitation period shall apply.

12 Jurisdiction and Applicable Law
12.1 The exclusive – and international- place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising out of the contractual relation-

ship between the Parties shall be Hamburg, Germany. We are, however, entitled to commence legal proceed-
ings at the business seat of the Buyer.

12.2 These COD and all legal relations between the Parties shall be governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of 
Germany excluding the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).
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